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Abstract
Preeclampsia (PE) is a common pregnancy complication and may result in fetal
stress with lifelong consequences for cognition. Offspring cognitive alterations are
associated with distorted neuroanatomy and cerebrovasculature. Although the
pathophysiology is complex, reduced expression of pro-angiogenic factors may result in
impaired fetal vascularization, altered brain structure and impaired cognition. In
particular, low concentrations of placental growth factor (PGF) may alter neural
development. Pgf -/- mice were used to interrogate the role of PGF in central nervous
system vascularization, appropriate neuroanatomy and behaviour. Subsequently, Pgf -/mice were used to investigate the postnatal period as a window for intervention. Pgf -/mice were hypothesized to have impaired cerebrovascular development with permanent
deviations of the cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour. Adult deficits were
hypothesized to be correctable with an early postnatal PGF treatment. Whole-mount
immunofluorescence of the brain and retina examined vascularization and circle of Willis
connectivity. Micro-CT imaging visualized the entire cerebrovasculature in adult mice.
Magnetic resonance imaging determined the volume of 62 unique structures in the adult
mouse brain. Behavioural testing of adult mice examined spatial learning, object
recognition, depressive-like behaviour and anxiety-like behaviour. As a postnatal
treatment, recombinant PGF was administered to Pgf -/- mice from postnatal day 1-10
before examination of the cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour in adulthood.
Pgf -/- mice exhibited delayed vascularization of the hindbrain, less connectivity of the
circle of Willis and altered arteriovenous organization in the retina. In adulthood, more
small-diameter cerebral vessels were present and 10/62 structures in the brain had smaller
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volume. On behavioural testing, Pgf -/- mice exhibited poorer performance on spatial
learning tests but better performance on depressive-like behaviour and object recognition
tests relative to Pgf +/+ controls. Postnatal PGF treatment altered adult neuroanatomy and
behaviour but not the cerebrovasculature. In particular, treatment with 70 pg/g PGF
partially corrected alterations seen in Pgf -/- mice. Overall, PGF is important for
cerebrovascular development, adult neuroanatomy and cognitive behaviour in mice. PGF
deficiency may be one factor in a PE-gestation that leads to altered offspring brain
development. Finally, the postnatal period is a potential time for intervention in offspring
after PE-impacted gestation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Preeclampsia
Preeclampsia (PE) is a common complication of human pregnancy affecting 3-5%
of pregnancies (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013; Auger et al.
2016). The clinical diagnosis of PE is based on new-onset hypertension after 20 weeks
gestation with end organ damage, including renal dysfunction, liver dysfunction, and
cerebral or visual disturbances (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
2013). Untreated PE can progress to eclampsia, defined as new-onset seizures, and may
be fatal if untreated. Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy including PE and eclampsia
account for 20% of maternal mortality worldwide (Khan et al. 2006). Although
recognized for centuries, PE is still poorly understood. Recently, PE has been described
as a syndrome rather than a single disease (Myatt and Roberts, 2013). Multiple
pathogenic processes appear to lead to the same clinical symptoms and signs, obscuring
research into the underlying causes. Microarray analysis of placentas from preeclamptic
pregnancies has suggested clinical PE encompasses three different subsets – maternal,
canonical, and immunological (Leavey et al. 2016). In this study, the maternal subset was
enriched in genes suggesting poor maternal response without placental pathology
(Leavey et al. 2016). The canonical subset was enriched in genes previously associated
with PE as biomarkers (Leavey et al. 2016). The immunological subset was enriched in
genes for graft versus host disease (Leavey et al. 2016). Despite identification of at least
three molecular subsets of PE, clinical definitions only encompass two types of PE.
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Early- and late-onset PE are diagnosed as occurring before and after 34 weeks of
gestation, respectively (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013;
Myatt & Roberts, 2013). The pathogenic processes in early- and late-onset PE are
thought to differ. In late-onset PE, pregnancy acts as a stress test for the woman (Craici et
al. 2008; Myatt & Roberts, 2013). The fetus and placenta provide signals to increase
maternal cardiac output and blood supply to the fetoplacental unit (Myatt & Roberts,
2013). If a woman has pre-existing cardiovascular risk, she may fail to cope with the
increased cardiovascular demands associated with pregnancy, resulting in a cycle of
rising blood pressure and increased placental distress (Myatt & Roberts, 2013). Earlyonset PE however, may be due to inadequate placentation arising in the first trimester
(Myatt & Roberts, 2013).
Numerous factors have been investigated as contributing to the pathogenesis of
PE. These include immunological mismatch between fetal human leukocyte antigen
(HLA) -C and maternal killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) receptors (Hiby et
al. 2004), inappropriate trophoblast invasion and failed spiral artery remodelling due to
immune cell dysfunction in the uterus (Brosens, 1978; Brosens et al. 2011; Guzin et al.
2005; Lyall et al. 2013; Meekins et al. 1994; Robson et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2009). Poor
spiral artery remodelling leads to intermittent high-velocity blood flow (Burton et al.
2009; Guzin et al. 2005; James et al. 2010) and increases oxidative stress and syncytial
shedding of the placenta (Hung et al. 2001; Verma et al. 2018). Impaired production of
vasodilators and increased secretion of vasoconstrictors and inflammatory mediators limit
dilation of the uterine arteries. As a result, blood flow to the placenta is impaired as early
as the first trimester (reviewed by James et al. 2010; Shah et al. 2015). In fact, first
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trimester uterine artery pulsatility index is a clinical prognostic factor robust enough to
partially predict later onset of PE (Litwińska et al. 2017; O’Gorman et al. 2016; Rolnik et
al. 2017; Sonek et al. 2018).
1.2 Long-term Consequences Following Preeclampsia
The consequences of a preeclamptic pregnancy do not end when the placenta is
delivered, although this is considered the “cure” for PE. Women who have experienced
PE have a higher risk of cardiovascular disease later in life (Chen et al. 2014; Craici et al.
2008; Herrera-Garcia et al. 2014; Mann et al. 1976). This risk may reflect the “stress
test” hypothesis of late-onset PE where the physiological demands of pregnancy reveal
underlying cardiovascular risk that becomes apparent later in life. The endothelial
dysfunction in PE may also alter a woman’s cardiovascular system irrespective of her
pre-existing risk. Fetal exposure to the inflammatory and anti-angiogenic milieu of a
preeclamptic pregnancy during development also has adverse lifelong impact on the
health of the offspring (PE-F1s). Lifelong changes to the immune system, cardiovascular
system, metabolism and the brain have been reported (reviewed by Figueiró-Filho et al.
2017a; Pinheiro et al. 2016).
Changes to the PE-F1 brain are apparent as altered cognition throughout life
(Ehrenstein et al. 2009; Many et al. 2003; Rätsep et al. 2016a; Tuovinen et al. 2012a; van
Wassanear et al. 2011; Whitehouse et al. 2012), greater risk of delayed childhood
development (Grace et al. 2014; van Wassanear et al. 2011; Warshafsky et al. 2016),
greater risk for neurological (Wu et al. 2008) and psychiatric disorders (Dachew et al.
2018; Mann & McDermott, 2011) and higher stroke risk as adults (Katanjie et al. 2009).
Specifically, PE-F1s have lower mental development index at two years of age
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(Schlapbach et al. 2010; Szymonowicz et al. 1987), lower intelligence quotient (IQ) at
three years (Many et al. 2003), at four and a half years (van Wassanear et al. 2011), at
five to eight years (Leversen et al. 2011; Morsing and Marsal, 2014) and at 20 years of
age (Ehrenstein et al. 2009; Tuovinen et al. 2012a). Multiple studies have demonstrated
that deficits in verbal ability and reasoning are present in these offspring (Morsing and
Marsal, 2014; Rätsep et al. 2016a; Tuovinen et al. 2012a; Whitehouse et al. 2012). As
older adults, PE-F1s continue to demonstrate lower total scores on cognitive ability
(Tuovinen et al. 2012b). Indeed, at age 70, these offspring have greater self-reported
cognitive impairment (Tuovinen et al. 2013) and demonstrate a larger objective decline
in cognitive performance relative to their own ability at age 20 (Tuovinen et al.
2012b).The PE-F1 cohort also has developmental delay from one to five years of age
(Warshafsky et al. 2016), a higher prevalence of developmental disorders at four and a
half years (van Wassanear et al. 2011) and lower neuromuscular developmental scores
through adolescence (Grace et al. 2014). These children also have a higher risk of
epilepsy (Wu et al. 2008). However, not all studies report differences in cognition in PEF1s (Heikura et al. 2013; Leitner et al. 2012; Silveira et al. 2007). Higher mental
development (McCowan et al. 2002) and psychomotor development index scores
(Silveira et al. 2007) have also been reported in PE-F1 infants. In these latter studies, the
prematurity- and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR)-matched comparison group was
born from unhealthy pregnancies and may have greater impairments than those induced
by exposure to PE (Silveira et al. 2007).
Experiencing a PE gestation is also linked to a higher risk of psychiatric disorders.
In infancy, PE-F1s are more likely to have difficult temperament (Robinson et al. 2013).
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At age five and eight, they display less internalizing but significantly greater
externalizing behaviour (Robinson et al. 2009). These offspring also have increased
childhood risk of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Mann & McDermott, 2011) and
autism spectrum disorder (Dachew et al. 2018; Walker et al. 2015). As adults, PE-F1s
have 30% higher depressive symptom scores (Tuovinen et al. 2010) despite apparent
protection from substance use disorder in men (Tuovenin et al. 2012c). At age 70, these
individuals have greater risk of maladaptive functioning, more anxiety and depression
symptoms and more difficulty with memory, thought and irritability as well as greater
risk of psychotic problems (Tuovinen et al. 2014).
Eye-tracking studies demonstrated that seven to ten year old PE-F1s make a
greater number of saccades with increased velocity and decreased accuracy despite
performing better on the memory-guided task than age-matched controls (Rätsep et al.
2016a). Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), these changes in cognition were
linked to altered brain structure. The PE-F1 brain has a larger cerebellum, temporal lobe,
amygdala and brainstem (Rätsep et al. 2016b). Diffusion tensor imaging of the same
children revealed larger caudate nucleus tract and longitudinal fasciculus tract volume as
well as greater parallel diffusion in the cingulate gyrus in PE-F1s (Figueiró-Filho et al.
2017b). Assessment of resting state networks revealed increased connectivity between
the amygdala and frontal pole, increased connectivity between the medial prefrontal
cortex and the precuneus and decreased connectivity between the medial prefrontal
cortex and the occipital fusiform gyrus (Mak et al. 2018). These children also showed
smaller vessel diameter in the occipital and parietal lobes, implicating changes to the
cerebrovasculature (Rätsep et al. 2016b). Distorted cerebrovasculature also links to the
5

report of Katanjie and colleagues that PE-F1s have increased risk of stroke later in life
(Kajantie et al. 2009).
The alterations experienced by PE-F1s persist after correction for gestational age
and birth weight (Many et al. 2010; Tuovinen et al. 2012b) and are present in a subanalysis of affected and unaffected sibling pairs (Ehrenstein et al. 2009). Therefore, the
effect of PE is not due to prematurity and IUGR or genetic and environmental factors
alone. Further, the risk of cognitive alteration is higher in preterm or severe PE compared
to term or mild PE in several studies (Tuovinen et al. 2012a; Warshafsky et al. 2016).
Therefore, the pathology underlying early-onset PE may have a developmental effect
separate from that of late-onset PE. In particular, deficiency in pro-angiogenic factors
during a PE pregnancy could adversely affect fetal development.
Several animal models of PE have recapitulated changes in offspring cognition. In
a mouse model of PE, sex-specific changes in neuroanatomy were found by MRI,
including smaller volume of the fimbria and greater volume of the neocortex in males
(Carver et al. 2014a). Developmental exposure to this PE-like phenotype also alters
motor outcomes in male and female offspring (Carver et al. 2014b). In rats, NG-nitro-Larginine methyl ester (L-NAME) induced a maternal PE-like phenotype and decreased
offspring cortical thickness at postnatal day (P) 0 (Liu et al. 2016). In adult offspring,
glial cell number was increased and hippocampal neurogenesis was decreased (Liu et al.
2016). L-NAME-treated offspring also showed impaired spatial memory and navigation
in the water maze test (Liu et al. 2016, Zhu et al. 2017) as well as impaired performance
on a conditional discrimination Y-maze task (Cauli et al. 2010). Although rodent
behaviour cannot fully parallel human cognition, many of the cognitive findings in PE6

F1s can be assessed using mice (Table 1; Bettis & Jacobs, 2013; Can et al. 2012;
Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988; Heisler et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2015; Rajji et al. 2006; Steru
et al. 1985; Yhnell et al. 2016; reviewed by Cryan & Mombereau, 2004; Lezak et al.
2017; Moser, 2011; Sharbaugh et al. 2003; Snigdha et al. 2013). Although some
behavioural tests require prolonged training periods and specialized equipment (even
including a touch screen in one adaptation of the paired-associate learning task for mice
(Kim et al. 2015)), others are simple to perform and fully-validated with relevance to
human cognition (Table 1, bolded).
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* testing paradigms selected for use in this thesis identified in bold
1.
Ehrenstein et al. 2009; 2. Leverson et al. 2011; 3. Many et al. 2003; 4. Morsing & Marsal, 2014; 5.
Tuovinen et al. 2012a; 6. Tuovinen et al. 2012b; 7. van Wassanear et al. 2011; 8. Rätsep et al. 2016a; 9.
Whitehouse et al. 2012; 10. Schlapbach et al. 2010; 11. Symonowicz et al. 1987; 12. Leitner et al. 2012; 13.
Grace et al. 2014; 14. Wu et al. 2008; 15. Dachew et al. 2018; 16. Mann & McDermott, 2011; 17. Walker et
al. 2015; 18. Warshafsky et al. 2016; 19. Tuovinen et al. 2012c; 20. Tuovinen et al. 2010; 21. Tuovinen et al.
2014.4
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Table 1: Selected cognitive, neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric outcomes in PE-F1s and selected
parallel testing paradigms in mice.

Outcomes in offspring of
preeclamptic pregnancies

Possible test(s) in mouse modelling
Cognition:
 Attentional Set Shifting (learning and relearning
cues to find a food reward) to test cognitive
flexibility
 Classical conditioning (passive avoidance) to test
learning and memory
 Paired-Associate Learning (linking location/object
combination with reward) to test episodic memory
 Delayed Non-Match to Position task (selecting
location/object pair correctly for reward) to test
short-term memory
 Novel Object Recognition (assessing ability to
discriminate between familiar/novel objects) or
Serial Dishabituation Test (assessing ability to
discriminate between changed/ unchanged
objects) to test recognition and spatial memory
 Y-maze spontaneous alternation test, Morris
water maze radial arm maze, T-maze or Barnes
maze to test spatial memory/learning
 No assessment of verbal ability (language and
reading) available in animals

Lower IQ as children and adults
- Lower total IQ1-7
- Lower verbal IQ4,5,8,9
- Normal performance IQ (spatial
reasoning, visual perception, ability to
handle simultaneous information)4,5,9-11
Lower infant Mental Development Index10,11
Higher prevalence of mild cognitive impairment
(IQ 50-85) as children4,7,11
Greater number of saccades but better scores on
memory task in eye-tracking studies as children8
Greater cognitive decline at age 70
- Greater decline in total cognitive ability6
- Greater decline in arithmetic ability6

Neurodevelopment:
No difference in risk of neurological signs
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Lower neuromuscular development scores13
Greater risk of epilepsy14
Greater prevalence of developmental delay and
developmental disorders15-18

Open field test to test locomotor activity
Evaluations of gait and posture
Hindlimb or forelimb grip strength
Evaluation of proprioception and righting reflexes
Rotarod test of balance

Neuropsychiatric Disorders:
Reduced risk of substance use disorder as
adults19

Measures of depressive-like behaviour:
 Tail suspension test, learned helplessness or
forced swim test to test behavioural despair
 Sucrose preference or intracranial self-stimulation
to test anhedonia
 Locomotor activity/motor coordination to test
psychomotor impairment

Higher depressive scores as adults20
Greater risk of maladaptive functioning at age 70
- Greater risk of problems with
relationship satisfaction,
anxious/depressed mood, psychosis,
memory and thought,
irritability/disinhibition, functional
impairment21
- Greater risk of higher number of total
problems21

Measures of anxiety-like behaviour:
 Open field test of time spent in the arena centre,
light/dark box test, elevated plus maze to test
willingness to be exposed
 Social approach/avoidant behaviour
 Novelty-suppressed feeding
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1.3 Placental Growth Factor in Pregnancy and Preeclampsia
Placental growth factor (PGF) is a pro-angiogenic factor strongly linked to the
pathogenesis of PE. Although produced by many cell types including endothelial and
immune cells, the placenta is a major source during pregnancy. In healthy human
pregnancies, PGF rises to peak around week 29-32 (Lecarpentier et al. 2018; Levine et
al. 2004; Torry et al. 1998) at 900 pg/mL (Levine et al. 2004) In diagnosed PE, maternal
circulating PGF concentration is low (LeCarpentier et al. 2018; Levine et al. 2004; Nanjo
et al. 2017; Powers et al. 2012; Tidwell et al. 2001; Torry et al. 1998), measuring only 50
pg/mL at week 29-32 (Levine et al. 2004) and implicated in maternal endothelial
dysfunction and hypertension. In the first trimester, low circulating PGF is predictive of
early-onset PE before appearance of the diagnostic symptoms and signs (Levine et al.
2004; Litwińska et al. 2017; Nevalainen et al. 2017; Tidwell et al. 2001). First trimester
circulating PGF concentration is not low in women destined to have late-onset PE,
strengthening the argument that pathologies of early- and late-onset PE are distinct. Most
importantly, low PGF production in the first trimester occurs during important periods of
fetal development.
In human pregnancy, amniotic fluid and cord blood concentrations of PGF are
correlated with maternal circulating levels (Staff et al. 2005; Torry et al. 1998)
suggesting that fetal PGF concentrations mirror the decreased maternal concentrations in
PE. In healthy pregnancies, maternal circulating PGF concentrations are linked to fetal
and childhood growth (Bergen et al. 2015). Likewise, amniotic fluid PGF concentration
is correlated with fetal size (Kalampokas et al. 2012) and birth weight (Papapostolou et
al. 2013). Second trimester maternal PGF concentration is also correlated with the caliber
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of retinal arterioles in adolescent offspring (Gishti et al. 2015), further showing that
offspring vascularization and the expression of pro-angiogenic PGF are connected.
Rodent studies have also shown that placentally-produced fetal circulating PGF affects
cerebral vascular development (Lecuyer et al. 2017). As such, reduced placental
production of PGF in PE may adversely impact development of the fetal brain.
1.4 Placental Growth Factor in Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis and vasculogenesis are vital processes during development. In
rodent models, knockout of the main angiogenic players typically results in lethality.
Vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF) is the most important angiogenic factor.
Homozygous and heterozygous knockouts are lethal between embryonic day (E) 9.5 and
10.5 due to impaired vascularization (Carmeliet et al. 1996; Ferrara et al. 1996). Heart,
forebrain and forelimb development are impacted (Ferrara et al. 1996). Conditional
knockout of VEGF postnatally is also lethal due to impaired vascular development,
identifying the importance of angiogenesis after birth (Gerber et al. 1999). PGF, although
a member of the VEGF family, is not essential for life. PGF knockout mice (Pgf -/-) are
viable and develop apparently normally, perhaps due to a compensatory increase in
VEGF expression (Carmeliet et al. 2001). Anti-PGF treated pregnant mice exhibit normal
gestational weight gains and normal litter sizes (Fischer et al. 2007). However, Pgf -/mice demonstrate altered vascular beds including impaired corpus luteum angiogenesis
during the estrous cycle (Carmeliet et al. 2001) and altered retinal vasculature (Carmeliet
et al. 2001; Feeney et al. 2003). Functionally, Pgf -/- angiogenic responses to ischemia in
the myocardium and hindleg are impaired (Carmeliet et al. 2001; Gigante et al. 2006). In
contrast, Pgf -/- mice demonstrate protection from pathologies that result from excessive
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angiogenesis including retinopathy of prematurity (Carmeliet et al. 2001). These mice
also have less vessel permeability after cutaneous VEGF treatment (Luttun et al. 2002a).
PGF has a complex signaling role in angiogenesis and vessel maturation (Figure
1). Humans express four isoforms of PGF (PGF-1, PGF-2, PGF-3 and PGF-4) while mice
express one isoform, equivalent to human PGF-2 (DiPalma et al. 1996). The main
receptor for PGF is VEGFR1. Of the four human isoforms, PGF-2 and PGF-4 are also
capable of interacting with the neuropilin-1 (NRP1) receptor (Mamluk et al. 2002;
Migdal et al. 1998). Originally, the mechanism for PGF signaling was described as highaffinity binding of sVEGFR1 which promotes the release of VEGF from this decoy
receptor. Increased free VEGF promotes VEGF receptor 2 (VEGFR2, previously KDR or
FLK1) activation and angiogenesis (Park et al. 1994; Sawano et al. 1996). PGF also
upregulates expression of VEGF (Roy et al. 2005) and may promote VEGF release from
the extracellular matrix by competing for heparin sulphate binding domains (Barillari et
al. 1998). PGF also acts directly through VEGFR1 via phosphorylation of different
residues than VEGF-VEGFR1 binding (Autiero et al. 2003; Bellik et al. 2005; Cai et al.
2003; Clauss et al. 1996; Ishida et al. 2001) and has direct effects on endothelial cells and
on the recruitment of macrophages, pericytes and smooth muscle cells for arteriogenesis
(Autiero et al. 2003; Brave et al. 2010; Pipp et al. 2003; Selvaraj et al. 2003). The
PGF/VEGFR1 interaction also transphosphorylates VEGFR2, potentiating
VEGF/VEGFR2-signaling (Autiero et al. 2003). Furthermore, PGF and VEGF form
heterodimers with potency midway between highly active VEGF-homodimers and
weaker PGF-homodimers (Autiero et al. 2003; Birkenhäger et al. 1996; Cao et al. 1996a;
Cao et al. 1996b; Eriksson et al. 2002; Kurz et al. 1998; Oura et al. 2002). PGF also
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signals directly through NRP1, which has an important role in angiogenesis and neural
development (Cariboni et al. 2011; Tillo et al. 2015; Vieira et al. 2007).
PGF is highly expressed in the placenta (Achen et al. 1997; Yang et al. 2003). In
vessels, endothelial cells have higher levels of expression than pericytes or smooth
muscle cells (Xiang et al. 2014; Yonekura et al. 1999; Zhao et al. 2004). PGF is
upregulated by hypoxia in fibroblasts, cardiomyocytes, neurons and endothelial cells
(Green et al. 2001; Kelly et al. 2003; Yamakawa et al. 2003). Endothelial PGF
expression is increased by shear stress (Shaw et al. 2011) and other factors including
angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and VEGF (Pan et al. 2010, Yao et al. 2005, Zhao et al. 2004). In
vitro, PGF increases endothelial cell proliferation to a lesser extent than VEGF (Sawano
et al. 1996) and is less potent than VEGF in inducing vessel permeability (Cai et al.
2011; Oura et al. 2002). In tube formation assays, some authors report exogenous PGF
increases tube formation (Zhou et al. 2016) and while others report no effect (Brave et al.
2010). The latter outcome reflects saturation by endogenously produced PGF since
blocking endogenous PGF decreased tube formation from basal conditions (Brave et al.
2010).
PGF is mainly associated with angiogenesis in the context of response to injury,
ischemia or cancer (Carmeliet et al. 2001). PGF is expressed during wound-healing,
increasing wound vascularity and vessel stability (Cianfarani et al. 2006; Hoffmann et al.
2013). PGF-induced promotion of macrophage recruitment, granulation tissue maturation
and smooth muscle actin coverage of vessels is thought to speed wound healing
(Cianfarani et al. 2006). Pgf -/- mice have delayed wound closure in the skin (Carmeliet et
al. 2001) and delayed fracture healing (Maes et al. 2006). In models of hindleg ischemia,
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PGF treatment or overexpression improves collaterogenesis, or the formation of new
arteries after occlusion of a major vessel, with respect to vessel size, vessel stability and
tissue perfusion (Korpisalo et al. 2008; Luttun et al. 2002b; Pipp et al. 2003).
In cancer, PGF both promotes and inhibits tumour growth. Genetic PGF
overexpression promotes tumour growth (Adini et al. 2002; Kerber et al. 2008;
Marcellini et al. 2006) and increases tumour vascularity, invasion and metastases (Kerber
et al. 2008; Marcellini et al. 2006, Yang et al. 2013). Systemic treatment of mice with
PGF over a two week period similarly increases transplanted tumour growth and
vascularity (Miyagaki et al. 2017). Other studies report opposite effects, with PGF
overexpression decreasing tumour growth and vascularity due to a relative increase in
less potent PGF/VEGF heterodimers at the expense of potent VEGF/VEGF homodimers
(Eriksson et al. 2002; Hedlund et al. 2013; Schomber et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2006). PGF
expression in tumours also recruits endothelial progenitor cells (Li et al. 2006).
Normalization of tumour vessels with PGF expression further supports a role for PGF in
increasing vessel size, mural cell coverage and perfusion (Hedlund et al. 2009; Hedlund
et al. 2013). The function of PGF depends on the presence or absence of other factors.
PGF expression when VEGF is available results in mature vessels while PGF expression
in the absence of VEGF results in disorganized vasculature (Yang et al. 2013).
Overall, PGF has a central role in physiological and pathological angiogenesis but
a less well-defined role in developmental vascularization. The impact of PGF on
vascularization of the central nervous system (CNS) has not been fully defined. Thus, the
impact of a low-PGF PE-gestation on fetal CNS vasculature and the potential for
postnatal remodelling of a potentially disturbed cerebrovascular bed is unknown.
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Figure 1: Simplified diagram of PGF receptor interactions and signaling. The classic
pathway for PGF signaling is high-affinity binding to the sVEGFR1 receptor permitting
release of VEGF and free VEGF signaling through VEGFR2 (1, Park et al. 1994; Sawano
et al. 1996). PGF also directly binds VEGFR1 on the cell membrane causing
transphosphorylation and potentiation of VEGFR2 (2, Autiero et al. 2003) and increased
secretion of VEGF (3, Roy et al. 2005). PGF also directly signals through VEGFR1 (4,
Autiero et al. 2003; Bellik et al. 2005; Cai et al. 2003; Clauss et al. 1996; Ishida et al.
2001) and NRP1 (5, Mamluk et al. 2002; Migdal et al. 1998) with an angiogenic
response including increased endothelial cell viability and proliferation, tubulogenesis
and monocyte recruitment through the PI3K, MAPK and JAK/STAT3 pathways (Cai et
al. 2003; Cao, 2009; Clauss et al. 1996; Landgren et al. 1998). Finally, PGF/VEGF
heterodimers signal directly through VEGFR1/VEGFR2 receptors with an intermediate
potency between VEGF and PGF homodimers (6, Autiero et al. 2003; Birkenhäger et al.
1996; Cao et al. 1996a; Cao et al. 1996b; Eriksson et al. 2002; Kurz et al. 1998; Oura et
al. 2002).
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1.5 Central Nervous System Vascularization and Roles for Placental Growth Factor
1.5.1 Brain Development
In humans, the neural tube is vascularized caudally to cranially beginning as a pial
plexus on the surface of the brain that sprouts downward into the periventricular area to
form the subventricular plexus (Figure 2A, B; Brew et al. 2014). In humans, radial
vessels connect the subventricular plexus to the pial plexus by 12-15 weeks of gestation
(Chang et al. 2014). By week 20, horizontal cortical vessels and recurrent vessels are
present (Chang et al. 2014). During week 20-27, more numerous cortical and collateral
vessels form (Chang et al. 2014). Arterial development occurs during week 20-24 in the
brainstem and cerebellum and at week 24-28 in the basal ganglia and diencephalon (Brew
et al. 2014). Cortex and germinal matrix vascularization occurs last (Brew et al. 2014).
Similarly, in mice, the ventral pial plexus forms E7.5-8.5 and sprouts towards the subventricular plexus are present by E9.5 (Vallon et al. 2014).
The circle of Willis (Figure 2C) is an arterial anastomosis that promotes blood
supply to the brain from both internal carotid arteries and the basilar artery. It begins to
form from the 3rd pair of aortic arches and the first 6 dorsal intersegmental arteries around
6-8 weeks after conception in humans (Degani, 2009; Van Overbeeke et al. 1991). By 7
weeks post-conception, the posterior cerebral artery has developed from the basilar artery
(Van Overbeeke et al. 1991) and by 8 weeks post-conception, intracranial circulation is
present (Degani, 2009). In mice, the primitive internal carotid artery forms E9-9.5 and
begins to form the circle of Willis around E9.5-10 which connects with the basilar artery
by E11 (Hiruma et al. 2002).
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As expected, VEGF is a key factor in vascularization of the brain during
development. It is expressed in neuroblasts, neuroepithelial cells, radial glia, astrocytes,
pericytes and endothelial cells and its expression level is correlated with metabolism and
development (Brew et al. 2014). Recent studies have demonstrated VEGF and VEGFR2
expression throughout the human fetal brain from 14 weeks until after birth (Sentilhes et
al. 2010, 2011). Brain vessel growth promotes appropriate neuron migration (Bozoyan et
al. 2012) and angiogenic factors like VEGF directly affect neuron survival and migration
(Cariboni et al. 2011; Tillo et al. 2015). VEGF additionally has roles in synapse
formation (Tillo et al. 2012).
One example of the interplay between neurogenic and angiogenic factors is the
NRP1 receptor. Described as a receptor for semaphorins to determine neuron
organization, NRP1 is also vital for appropriate vascularization in the nervous system
(Tillo et al. 2015; Vieria et al. 2007). Interestingly, loss of the main semaphorin ligand
for NRP1, semaphorin 3A (SEMA3A), does not affect vascularization, while loss of
NRP1 greatly impairs vessel formation in the hindbrain (Vieira et al. 2007). The
mechanism of NRP1 signaling is still unclear as loss of the cytoplasmic domain does not
impair hindbrain vascularization in E9.5 mice (Fantin et al. 2011). A recent review
suggested that a NRP1 ligand other than VEGF and SEMA3A is important for brain
vascularization as knockout of either VEGF or SEMA3A does not phenocopy knockout
of NRP1 (Fantin et al. 2009). Since NRP1 is also important for arteriogenesis and arterial
specification during development (Mukouyama et al. 2005), PGF seems a likely
candidate for the missing NRP1 ligand in CNS vascularization.
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Figure 2: Vascularization of the neural tube and anatomy of the human circle of
Willis. Vascularization of the developing brain occurs caudally to cranially (A).
Vascularization begins in the pial plexus on the superficial surface of the neural tube and
sprouts into the brain to form the subventricular plexus (B). Mature morphology of the
human circle of Willis (C) includes two vertebral arteries (VA), one basilar artery (BA),
two posterior cerebral arteries (PCA), two posterior communicating arteries (PComA),
two middle cerebral arteries (MCA), one anterior communicating artery (AComA) and
two anterior cerebral arteries (ACA).
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1.5.2 Placental Growth Factor in the Brain
PGF was not detected in developing human brain in a study from 1993 using
Northern blots but VEGF and von Willebrand factor were also not detected, suggesting a
limitation of the technique used (Kaipainen et al. 1993). More recently, PGF expression
was reported in human fetal brain (Sánchez et al. 2017). PGF is expressed in the adult
human temporal neurons but not glial cells (Xu et al. 2012a) and is found in
cerebrospinal fluid in non-pregnant (Xu et al. 2012b) and pregnant adults (Foyouzi et al.
2005). PGF is also expressed in brain tumours. It has been found in meningiomas
(Donnini et al. 1999; Nomura et al. 1998), gliomas (Nomura et al. 1998; Schneider et al.
2015; Snuderl et al. 2013; Weindel et al. 1994) as well as in medulloblastoma and
atypical teratoid rhaboid tumours (Snuderl et al. 2013).
In fetal mouse brain, PGF mRNA and protein were detected at gestational day
(GD)12.5, 14.5, 16.5 and 18.5 (Luna et al. 2015). PGF has been localized to adult rat
hippocampus and cortex (Xu et al. 2012a) while in mice it has been localized to neurons
but not astrocytes or vessels (Beck et al. 2002). VEGFR1 and NRP1 are also expressed in
mouse neurons (Beck et al. 2002; Jin et al. 2000). In vitro, rat neurons express both
VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 and PGF treatment increases VEGFR2 expression (Du et al.
2010). PGF is reported by some as protective for neurons after oxygen and glucose
deprivation (Du et al. 2010) while others found PGF was not protective for hippocampal
neurons after oxygen and glucose deprivation (Jin et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2010) but
protected cerebral endothelial cells (Lee et al. 2010). In astrocytes, PGF expression
increases after oxygen and glucose deprivation although Pgf -/- astrocytes are more
resistant to oxygen and glucose deprivation (Freitas-Andrade et al. 2008).
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In vivo, PGF is upregulated in the brain after stress. Epilepsy or traumatic brain
injury increases PGF expression in human brain and cerebrospinal fluid (Xu et al.
2012a,b). Similarly, PGF is upregulated in a rat model of epilepsy (Xu et al. 2012a). PGF
is also upregulated in the rat brain (Du et al. 2010) in mouse neurons, vessels and
astrocytes (Beck et al. 2002) after ischemia. PGF expression significantly increases on
day 21 after ischemia (Hayashi et al. 2003). NRP1 expression is increased on day 1 and
day 21 and angiogenesis occurs on day 3, 6 and 21 post-ischemia (Hayashi et al. 2003).
In Pgf -/- mice, the brain angiogenic response to hypoxia is impaired (Freitas-Andrade et
al. 2012).
Further examination of mouse neural and cerebrovascular development in the
absence of PGF can benefit from comprehensive measures of neuroanatomy and
cerebrovasculature. MRI and micro-computed tomography (µCT) imaging are highly
sensitive techniques that allow three-dimensional imaging and quantitative analysis of
adult mouse neuroanatomy and cerebrovasculature respectively. MRI data allow
volumetric assessment of 62 unique brain structures (Dorr et al. 2008). Semi-automated
µCT imaging analysis provides objective measures of cerebral vessel numbers, lengths
and diameters with sensitivity to vessels greater than 40 µm in diameter.
1.5.3 Retinal Vascular Development
The retina is the most easily accessed and assessed CNS vascular bed. Noninvasive assessment is also possible in humans with direct visualization of the retina
through the pupil. Developmentally, human retinal vascularization occurs during the
second trimester from weeks 12 to 25 (reviewed by Lutty & McLeod, 2018). Postnatal
retinal vascularization in the mouse is analogous and well-described (Figure 3). During
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development, the retina and posterior eye are supplied by the hyaloid vasculature which
regresses as the retina vascularizes (reviewed by Fruttiger et al. 2007). Retinal vessels
sprout from the central retinal artery, which enters the eye at the optic disc (Figure 3A;
Fruttiger et al. 2007). The developing vascular plexus follows a scaffold of retinal
astrocytes (Fruttiger et al. 2007). These astrocytes produce VEGF in a hypoxiadependent fashion, creating a VEGF gradient from the optic disc to the retinal edge
(Fruttiger et al. 2007; Kubota & Suda, 2009). The superficial plexus in the ganglion cell
layer forms first and gradually extends to the edge of the retina (Figure 3B; Fruttiger et
al. 2007). As the vascular front of the plexus gains distance from the optic disc, the
proximal plexus remodels through capillary regression and differentiation of arteries and
veins (Fruttiger et al. 2007). The vascular plexus reaches the edge of the retina at around
P7-8 in mice (Figure 3C). Next, vessels sprout downward to form the deep plexus in the
outer plexiform layer followed by formation of the intermediate plexus in the inner
plexiform layer (Figure 3D; Fruttiger et al. 2007). Remodelling of plexus continues
through P21 in mice with regression of unneeded capillaries, particularly along the wellperfused arteries (Fruttiger et al. 2007). Although human and mouse retinal
vascularization follow the same pattern of development, the murine retinal vasculature is
more organized with only rare crossings of arteries and veins. The postnatal timeframe
and well-organized pattern of vascular development in the thin and easily-imaged retina
as well as the availability of genetically-modified mice makes this vascular bed a wellestablished assay for investigating angiogenesis.
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Figure 3: Postnatal retinal vascularization in the mouse. At early time points (P2),
vessels are visible sprouting into the superficial retina from the optic disc (A). By P5, the
superficial plexus has expanded and arteries and veins have differentiated (B). Arteries
are identifiable by the smaller diameter, branching pattern and greater distance to the
capillary plexus relative to veins (curved arrows). During retinal vascular development,
the hyaloid vasculature becomes redundant and regressed. Here, partially removed
hyaloid vessels are visible (red arrows). At P8, the vascular front of the superficial plexus
has reached the edge of the retina (C). By P15, formation of the deep retinal plexus is
underway with sprouts to the deep plexus identifiable as brightly fluorescent dots in the
plexus (D). Images are from control studies of normal mice by the author.
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1.5.4 Placental Growth Factor in the Retina
PGF is expressed in the vascularizing mouse retina, particularly in the ganglion
cell layer and vasculature (Feeney et al. 2003) as are VEGF, VEGFR1 and VEGFR2.
VEGFR1 is expressed on the vasculature and increases in expression to peak at P26 (Shih
et al. 2003) suggesting PGF can act directly on developing retinal vessels. VEGFR2 is
expressed at a constant level but is localized in the neural retina before P15 and on the
vessels after P15 (Shih et al. 2003) suggesting VEGFR1-signaling is more important
during early vascularization. Similarly, in the adult mouse retina, VEGFR2 is expressed
in glial and neuronal cells while VEGFR1 is expressed on endothelial cells and pericytes.
VEGF and PGF have similar potencies in causing loss of pericytes and retinopathy (Cao
et al. 2010). Inhibition of PGF delays hyaloid vascular regression (Feeney et al. 2003).
Knock-in of sVEGFR1, a decoy receptor, in the adult mouse retina did not change retinal
vessels, neuronal histology or visual function (Ueno et al. 2008), suggesting that mature
vessels are resistant to PGF-sequestration. Although the role for PGF in human retinal
vascularization is unclear, PGF is upregulated in the vitreous in macular edema and
diabetic retinopathy (Jonas et al. 2012; Mitamura et al. 2002).
1.6 Interventions to Improve the Health of Offspring of Preeclamptic Pregnancies
Currently, there are no curative treatments for PE beyond induction of labour and
delivery of the placenta. Though women who have had a PE pregnancy may modify their
cardiovascular risk through cardiac rehabilitation, awareness of the adverse effects on
PE-F1s is only emerging. Few resources are available to minimize the long-term
consequences of PE for the offspring. Clearer understanding of the developmental
impacts of a PE-gestation on the brain is needed. The increased risk these individuals
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face with respect to altered cognitive performance, developmental delay, psychiatric
disorders and later stroke suggests they should be considered a distinct population
requiring early screening and intervention. Acquired brain injury, neurological disorders
like epilepsy and neurodevelopmental disorders like autism spectrum disorder are also
associated with cognitive deficits. In these cases, therapist-led or computer-based training
interventions have some efficacy in improving short-term performance on attention and
memory tasks (meta-analysis by Robinson et al. 2014). This type of intervention may be
valuable in the PE-F1 population. However, the long-term effect of these interventions is
unclear. Furthermore, the demonstrated benefit in this meta-analysis was driven by
inclusion of the acquired brain injury group (Robinson et al. 2014). These interventions
may be less valuable in cases where the development and structure of the brain are
impaired. Interventions that directly impact the underlying cerebrovascular and
neuroanatomical causes of cognitive alterations may be more effective. In particular,
correcting the altered cerebrovasculature in neonatal PE-F1s could prevent deviated
structure and function of the brain later in life.
1.6.1 The Postnatal Period as a Treatment Window
The human brain is not fully developed at birth. Aspects of cognition clearly
improve with childhood development. Visuospatial memory increases through childhood
and is linked to greater activation of the right prefrontal cortex with age (Suzuki et al.
2018). Response inhibition and working memory also improve with increasing age in
childhood alongside changes in activation of the prefrontal cortex (Perlman et al. 2016;
Smith et al. 2017). Ability to delay gratification is associated with higher integrity of the
frontostriatal white matter and increases with age through adolescence (Achterberg et al.
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2016). Structurally, grey matter volume and cortical thickness decrease with age from
childhood to adulthood (Gennatas et al. 2017; Tamnes et al. 2017). Similarly, in mice
there are significant changes in grey matter volume, cortical thickness and myelination
over the first three months of life (Hammelrath et al. 2016).
Cognition and brain structure are not only still developing during childhood but
can be impacted by individual experiences and exposures. In children, insults like early
life stress have been linked to impaired performance on a spatial working memory tasks
and smaller prefrontal cortex volume (Hanson et al. 2012). Conversely, training
interventions can improve cognition and alter brain resting state connectivity (Astle et al.
2015). Memory training is efficacious in 7-12 yr old children born very preterm,
improving visuospatial and verbal memory and decreasing activation in the frontal cortex
(Everts et al. 2017). Mice appear to respond similarly to insults and enrichment. Early
life stress is associated with impaired cognitive flexibility and spatial memory (Feifel et
al. 2017). Similarly, exposure to an impoverished environment beginning at three weeks
of age in mice weakened spatial learning while an enriched environment enhanced spatial
learning (Cheng et al. 2014). An enriched environment also rescues spatial
learning/memory in mice exposed to prenatal stress (Yang et al. 2007). Although the
cerebrovasculature is understudied in this area, in one report, stabilization of HIF-1α
upregulated hippocampal VEGF and improved episodic memory in mice (Adamico et al.
2010). In rats, upregulated brain VEGF expression in the early postnatal period increases
brain vascularity as well as the number of neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and
neural stem cells (Sun et al. 2010). Overall, the developing postnatal brain is likely still
able to respond positively to exogenous angiogenic and neurotrophic factors like PGF.
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Therefore, the neonatal period of brain plasticity is a potential window for interventions
to address developmentally-altered cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and subsequent
cognition. However, whether the temporally-offset promotion of vascularization will
correct deficits seen after a PE-gestation is unknown.
1.6.2 Placental Growth Factor as a Therapeutic Intervention
PGF is a potential therapeutic candidate that could be given during development
to prevent impaired vascular and brain development. PGF has been tested as a maternal
treatment for PE in rodent and non-human primate models (Makris et al. 2016; Spradley
et al. 2016; Suzuki et al. 2009). Although PGF reverses hypertension and renal
histopathology pathognomonic of PE, it does not affect fetal or placental weights or
viability (Makris et al. 2016; Spradley et al. 2016). Since PGF is a 25kDa glycoprotein
that is thought to be too large to cross the placenta, it may need to be administered in the
postnatal period to affect the offspring. Several animal studies have previously examined
recombinant PGF as a pro-angiogenic treatment for ischemia in the adult heart and brain.
In ischemic myocardial injury, PGF treatment or transduction improved cardiac
performance and increased vascularization including vessel number and perfusion
(Kolakoawski et al. 2006; Lutton et al. 2002b; Roncal et al. 2008) as well as vessel
maturation and macrophage recruitment (Takeda et al. 2009). PGF treatment was also
protective and angiogenic after an isoprenaline cardiac challenge in rabbits (Maglione et
al. 2000). In the brain, comparison of angiogenic factors revealed PGF as the most
promising angiogenic factor for promotion of angiogenesis (Gaál et al. 2013). PGF
induced angiogenesis without causing excessive vessel permeability, edema,
inflammation or scarring compared to VEGF and other angiogenic proteins (VEGF-B,
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VEGF-C, angiopoietin 1 (Ang1), Ang2 or a fused Ang1/VEGF factor) (Gaál et al. 2013).
Pericyte coverage and astrocyte interactions indicative of mature stable vessels were also
highest with PGF treatment (Gaál et al. 2013). Two other studies investigated the
effectiveness of PGF-expressing cells in promoting recovery from brain ischemia/stroke.
Both PGF-expressing mesenchymal cells and monocyte-derived multi-potential cells
improved angiogenesis as well as decreased lesion size and poor outcomes after brain
ischemia (Hattori et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2006). Importantly, PGF has been investigated as
a treatment for developmental insults. In a mouse model of fetal alcohol exposure,
overexpression of placental PGF rescued alcohol-induced fetal cerebral vascular defects
(Lecuyer et al. 2017). Overall, compared to VEGF, PGF is less likely to induce vessel
permeability and inflammation, instead it promotes mature vessel development and
arteriogenesis (Pipp et al. 2003). PGF may be a good candidate for correcting
developmental deficits in angiogenesis.
1.7 Goals and Hypotheses
The overarching goal of this work was to model the CNS vascular,
neuroanatomical and cognitive effects of absent PGF during mouse gestation and
determine if deficits can be ameliorated by postnatal treatment. It was hypothesized that
Pgf -/- mice would exhibit impaired cerebrovascular development with permanent
deviations of the cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour in adulthood. These
adult deficits were hypothesized to be correctable with a temporally offset, postnatal PGF
treatment. The results may have relevance to individuals who experienced a low-PGF
preeclamptic gestation.
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The first aim of this thesis was to define developmental vascular deficits in the
retina and brain in Pgf -/- mice using whole-mount immunofluorescence. The retina and
brain were hypothesized to be less vascularized in the absence of PGF.
The second aim of this work was to characterize Pgf -/- mice as a model of PE-F1s
cerebrovascular, neuroanatomical and behavioural differences. Whole mount
immunofluorescence of the adult mouse retina and brain, μCT imaging of the
cerebrovasculature, MRI of the neuroanatomy and behavioural testing were used. Pgf -/mice were hypothesized to have fewer cerebral vessels, smaller brain structures and
impaired performance on cognitive behavioural testing such that the phenotype would
model the differences seen in PE-F1s.
The third and final aim of this work was to determine if short-term replacement of
PGF during postnatal development in genetically-deleted Pgf -/- mice permanently alters
the cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour using μCT imaging, MRI and
behavioural testing, respectively. Early postnatal treatment with PGF was hypothesized to
ameliorate developmentally-induced aberrations by increasing cerebral vessel number,
increasing brain structure volume and improving performance on behavioural testing.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
2.1 Animal Use
All animal use was approved by the Queen’s University Animal Care Committee
and complied with national Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines for the
appropriate and ethical use of animals in research. Pgf -/- mice on a C57BL/6J background
were bred from foundation pairs provided by Dr. P. Carmeliet (VIB vzw B-9052
Zwijnaarde, Belgium). C57BL/6NCrl (Pgf +/+) mice were purchased from Charles River
Canada (St. Constant, QU, Canada) and used as congenic controls. Mice were housed in a
bioBubble® in micro-isolator cages enriched with igloos and nesting materials and were
maintained on an environmental rack with ad libitum access to water and food. Males and
pregnant or nursing females were housed individually while non-pregnant females were
housed with littermates up to four per cage according to our facility’s standard
procedures. A 12hr light-12hr dark cycle was used with an ambient temperature of 23°C.
Mice were monitored daily for health and sentinels were assessed regularly to ensure the
room remained free of pathogens. Null by null matings were used to prevent any
exposure of fetuses to PGF. For fetal or timed pregnancy experiments, females were
mated overnight with males. The morning when a copulation plug was detected was
designated E0.5 or GD0.5. Mice were euthanized by decapitation at early postnatal timepoints (P5, P7, P8, P15 after the date of birth) or by cervical dislocation or anesthetic
overdose with sodium pentobarbital as adults.
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2.1.1 Animal Use for Assessment of Developmental Vascularization of the CNS in
the Absence of Placental Growth Factor
For analysis of hindbrain vascularization, fetuses from three litters were used for
each time point and genotype. At E10.5, 38 Pgf -/- fetuses and 32 Pgf +/+ fetuses were
used. At E11.5, 33 Pgf -/- fetuses and 27 Pgf +/+ fetuses were used. Vascularization of the
forebrain was assessed in 14 Pgf +/+ and 18 Pgf -/- E18.5 brains from three litters per
genotype. Formation and connectivity of the circle of Willis were evaluated in Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ E14.5 and P7 mice. E14.5 studies used all conceptuses, unsexed, from three litters
for each genotype (n = 26 Pgf -/- and 18 Pgf +/+ brains). P7 studies used at least three pups
from each of three litters per sex and per genotype (n = 15 Pgf -/- and 13 Pgf +/+). Pup
weight, brain weight and the ratio of brain to liver weight (to correct for body size) were
compared at P5 (n = 18 Pgf -/- and 25 Pgf +/+ pups). Neural retina thickness and presence
of microglia were evaluated in whole eyes from P5 Pgf -/- (n = 18) and Pgf +/+ (n = 24)
pups from three different litters. A time-course analysis of retinal vascular development
in Pgf -/- compared to Pgf +/+ retinas was completed using female and male pups from
multiple litters at P5 (n = 24 Pgf -/- and 16 Pgf +/+ retinas), P8 (n = 9 Pgf -/- and 9 Pgf +/+
retinas) and P15 (n = 8 Pgf -/- and 12 Pgf +/+ retinas).
2.1.2 Animal Use for Assessment of the Adult CNS Vasculature, Neuroanatomy and
Behaviour in the Absence of Placental Growth Factor
Whole-mount comparisons of the mature retinal vasculature were conducted
using retinas from adult male animals (n = 12 retinas per genotype), adult non-pregnant
females (n = 15 Pgf -/- and 9 Pgf +/+ retinas), GD11.5 pregnant females (n = 7 Pgf -/- and 6
Pgf +/+ retinas) and GD18.5 pregnant females (n = 6 Pgf -/- retinas and n = 6 Pgf +/+
retinas). Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) analysis was completed using the eyes of
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three adult animals of each genotype and sex. Assessment of adult circle of Willis
morphology was completed using three male and four female Pgf -/- and four male and
three female Pgf +/+ mice. Adult mice (n = 20 Pgf -/- and n = 23 Pgf +/+; 4-5 months old)
were used for cognitive behavioural testing. Thirty-two of these 43 animals (for a predetermined sample size of n = 8 per sex per genotype, 5-6 months) were prepared for
MRI. An additional 32 mice that did not undergo cognitive behavioural testing (n = 8 per
sex per genotype, 5-6 months) were prepared for µCT imaging.
2.1.3 Animal Use for Assessment of Adult Pgf -/- Mouse CNS Vasculature,
Neuroanatomy and Behaviour after Postnatal Treatment with PGF
Pgf -/- pups were weighed and treated once daily from P1 to P10 with
intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of recombinant PGF (465-PL/CF, R & D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 10010023, Life
Technologies, ThermoFisher Scientific, Burlington, ON, Canada) as a vehicle treatment –
referred to as PBS-treated. Three doses of PGF (10 pg/g, 70 pg/g or 700 pg/g) were used
to mimic adult non-pregnant circulating levels, peak pregnancy maternal circulating
levels, and supraphysiological levels of PGF respectively. Eight litters (n =51 pups) were
treated daily with PBS, eleven litters (n = 75 pups) were treated with 10 pg/g PGF, six
litters (44 pups) were treated with 70 pg/g PGF and four litters (n = 37 pups) were treated
with 700 pg/g PGF. PBS- and PGF-treated pups were aged to adulthood for behavioural
testing (n = 32 treated with PBS, 65 treated with 10 pg/g PGF; 26 treated with 70 pg/g
PGF and 33 treated with 700 pg/g PGF). Sixteen mice (8 males and 8 females) from each
treatment group were randomly selected and prepared for MRI at 5-6 months of age.
Eyes were collected from perfused animals for whole mount immunofluorescence
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analysis of the retinal vasculature (n = 10 mice per group). An additional randomly
selected group of 16 mice (8 male and 8 females) was prepared for µCT imaging at 5-6
months of age.
2.2 Assessment of Retina Histology and Vasculature
2.2.1 Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining, Immunohistochemistry and
Immunofluorescence
Enucleated eyes were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; PAR070, BioShop,
Burlington, ON, Canada) for 2hr and subsequently embedded in paraffin. Six µm serial
sections were stained with hematoxylin (26108-01; Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hatfield, PA, USA) and eosin (26051-10, Electron Microscopy Sciences) to determine
neural retina thickness. The number of microglia in the retina was determined with a
rabbit anti-Iba1 antibody (019-19741; Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd., Richmond,
VA, USA). Sections were deparaffinised in xylene and rehydrated in a graded ethanol
series. Antigen retrieval was completed using proteinase K; endogenous peroxidases
were inhibited by incubation in 3% hydrogen peroxide. Sections were blocked in 3%
bovine serum albumin (BSA; ALB006.5, BioShop) in PBS (PBS404, BioShop) for 1hr at
room temperature and incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibody diluted in 3%
BSA/PBS. A biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (B8895, Sigma-Aldrich) was
applied for 1hr at room temperature followed by a 1hr incubation with ExtrAvidin
peroxidase (E2886; Sigma-Aldrich). Sections were reacted with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine
(ab64238; Abcam, Toronto, ON, Canada) and counterstained with hematoxylin. Entellan
mounting medium (14800; Electron Microscopy Sciences) was used. VEGF was
localized and quantified using 5 µg/mL rabbit anti-mouse VEGF antibody (ab46154;
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Abcam). Briefly, sections were deparaffinised and rehydrated as above. Heat-based
antigen retrieval was completed using 10mM TrisHCl/1mM EDTA buffer with 0.05%
Tween20 (TRS001.1, EDT001, TWN508.100; Bioshop). Sections were blocked in 1%
BSA/PBS and incubated overnight at 4ºC with the primary antibody diluted in 1%
BSA/PBS. Five µg/mL polyclonal rabbit IgG (CTL-4112-100, Biolegend, San Diego,
CA, USA) in 1% BSA/PBS was used as an isotype control. Ten µg/mL Alexa Fluor 647conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (A21244; Thermo Fisher Scientific)
diluted in 1% BSA/PBS was applied for 1hr at room temperature. Prolong Gold Antifade
Mountant (P36931, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used as the counterstain and mounting
media. All bright field images were taken using an Imager Z1m microscope and
Axiovision HR camera at 200X (Zeiss, Toronto, Canada). Fluorescent images were
captured using an Imager Z1m microscope and Axiovision MR3 camera at 200X (Zeiss).
For VEGF quantification, images were taken using a constant exposure time as well as
the imaging software auto-exposure time.
2.2.2 Whole Mount Immunofluorescence Assessment of Vasculature
Enucleated eyes were fixed for 2hr in 4% PFA, washed and stored in PBS. Prior
to staining, retinas were isolated from the eyes by dissecting away the cornea, sclera,
choroid, iris and lens with forceps under a dissecting microscope. If present, the hyaloid
vasculature was also removed. The retinas were cut four times to allow flower-like
unfolding and flattening. Retinas were post-fixed in methanol and then blocked with
0.2% bovine serum albumen and 0.5% Triton-X (TRX506, BioShop) in PBS for 3hr at
4°C. Staining was completed overnight with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies and
lectin in 1% Triton-X/PBS. Blood vessels in all retinas were identified with 20 μg/mL
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trimethylrhodamine (TRITC)- or fluorescein (FITC)-conjugated Griffonia simplicifolia
isolectin B4 (IB4; L5264/L2895, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada). Six adult male
retinas and 5 adult female retinas from untreated mice for each genotype were evaluated
for vascular smooth muscle cells using 3 µg/mL Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated anti-actin
(53-6496-82, eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA). Six adult male retinas and 3 adult
female retinas from untreated mice for each genotype were assessed for basement
membrane collagen IV composition using 2.4 μg/mL unlabeled goat anti-collagen type
IV (1340-01, Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL) detected by 3 μg/mL Alexa Fluor 647conjugated donkey anti-goat secondary antibody (705-605-147; Jackson
Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA, USA). Retinal vasculature and smooth muscle cell
coverage were also evaluated in 10 postnatally-treated mice (males and females) for each
dose. After staining, the retinas were washed in PBS and photomicrographs at 25X, 50X,
100X, 200X and 400X were captured with an Imager Z1m microscope and Axiovision
MR3 camera.
2.2.3 Morphometric Measurements of Vasculature
Four pictures per magnification were taken at 25X, 50X, 100X, 200X and 400X
and analyzed per retina to evaluate vascular development (Appendix A). The four
measured values obtained at each magnification were averaged for each retina to create a
single value that was used for statistical analysis. The number of sprouts and filopodia
along the vascular front were quantified as markers of angiogenesis. Blood vessel
density, plexus maturation and vessel organization were also scored. ImageJ software
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD) was used to count sprouts and filopodia at
the vascular front in retinas from P5 and P8 pups and to quantify maturity of the plexus.
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Numbers of sprouts or filopodia were measured per unit of vascular front at 200X and
400X respectively. Sprouts were identified morphologically as the end points of the
vessels. Filopodia were identified as thin tendrils located on the vascular front.
Maturation of the plexus was determined by examining vessel regression around the
arteries with measurement of the distance from the optic disc to the vascular front (radial
extension) at 25X and from the optic disc to the capillary plexus at 50X. Spacing of the
arterial branches and distance from the arteries to the capillary plexus were also measured
at 100X. Arterial tortuosity was examined using the ratio of arterial length to the straightline path at 100X. Arteriovenous crossovers and abnormal veins were counted in each
retina at 25X. An arteriovenous crossover was identified when a branch of the artery
crossed over the vein. Normal veins were identified as veins extending to the edge of the
retina prior to splitting symmetrically. Veins that did not reach the retinal edge or that did
not split symmetrically were considered abnormal and measured as another surrogate for
vascular organization. Any vein damaged during the dissection was excluded from
analysis. Angiotool, a freely available semi-automated analysis program (Zudaire et al.
2011), was used to measure vessel density, junction density, average and total vessel
length and lacunarity in images collected at 100X. Staining intensity of α-actin, collagen
IV and VEGF was estimated at 200X using ImageJ for images acquired with a constant
exposure time. Thickness of the neural retina layers was measured manually using
ImageJ. One measurement was taken per section and averaged over the serial sections for
each retina (3 sections, 42 µm apart). The number of microglia per mm2 was also
determined using ImageJ with four measurements made per retina to obtain an average
number. All measurements were scored by a single blinded reviewer.
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2.2.4 PCR
Expression of smooth muscle actin (Acta2), collagen IV (Col4A3) and chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycan 4 (NG2, a pericyte marker) was examined in dissected eyes using
PCR. Eyes were collected from adult male and non-pregnant female untreated Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ mice (n = 3 per sex per genotype) using RNAse-Away (7003; Thermo Fisher
Scientific) treated dissection tools and frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was isolated using
a total RNA purification kit (17200; Norgen Biotek Corp, Thorold, ON, Canada) and
cDNA was synthesized with a First Strand cDNA Synthesis kit (27-9261-01, GE
Healthcare, Mississauga, ON, Canada). The PCR reaction was completed using a
QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (204143; Qiagen, Toronto, ON, Canada) in 25 µL
reaction volumes using 96 well PCR plates (38870; Sorenson- Bioscience, St. Laurent,
QB, Canada) and Pressure Sensitive qPCR Plate Seals (45-RTNL; Progene, St Laurent,
QB, Canada). The primers used were CTGGACTTCGAGCAAGAGAT and
GATGTCCACGTCACACTTCA for β-actin (Actb), GATAGAACACGGCATCATCAC
and GCCACACGAAGCTCGTTATAG for Acta2, AATGGACATGGCTCCAATTAGT
and GACACGGAGGGATAGCAGTAGT for Col4A3, and
TCCAGCGACACTGAAGGTAGT and CCTGTGTTGTGGAGGATCTGTA for NG2.
The primers were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa, USA).
A 480 LightCycler II (Roche, Laval, QB, Canada) was used with 10 min heat activation
at 95ºC, amplification for 55 cycles of 15 s at 95ºC, 20 s at 58ºC and 15 s at 72ºC and a
melt curve analysis between 65ºC and 97ºC with a ramp rate of 0.11ºC/s. All reactions
were conducted in triplicate. Relative quantification of each gene was performed using
the ΔΔCt method using the Lightcycler 480 software release 1.5.1.62SP2. β-actin was
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used as a reference gene to control for differences in the starting amount of cDNA due to
technical error.
2.3 Assessment of Cerebrovasculature
2.3.1 Whole Mount Immunofluorescence Staining of Hindbrain Vascularization
Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ E10.5 and 11.5 fetuses were fixed in 4% PFA for 2h. Fetuses
from three litters were used for each time point and genotype. At E10.5, 18 hindbrains
from 38 Pgf -/- fetuses and 21 hindbrains from 32 Pgf +/+ fetuses were successfully
prepared. Dissected hindbrains were analyzed whole (n = 9 Pgf -/- and 10 Pgf +/+) and or
in cross-sections (n = 9 Pgf -/- and 11 Pgf +/+). At E11.5, 29 hindbrains from 33 Pgf -/fetuses and 26 hindbrains from 27 Pgf +/+ fetuses were successfully prepared. 21 Pgf -/hindbrains and 17 Pgf +/+ were imaged whole while 8 Pgf -/- hindbrains and 9 Pgf +/+ were
analyzed as cross-sections. Hindbrains were isolated and the vasculature stained using the
protocol of Fantin et al. (2013). Briefly, isolated hindbrains were blocked using 0.1%
Triton-X and 10% normal goat serum (NGS; G9023, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 3hr at
4°C. After washing, hindbrains were incubated overnight at 4°C with 40 μg/mL TRITCconjugated IB4, an endothelial cell marker. The ventricular plexus was imaged using a
Zeiss M1 Imager fluorescence microscope equipped with an AxioCam and Axiovision
4.8 software. Cross-sections of agarose-embedded hindbrains were imaged with a
Quorum Wave FX Spinning Disc confocal microscope (Quorum; Guelph, ON, Canada).
Three dimensional confocal images were reconstructed with MetaMorph software
(Molecular Devices; Sunnyvale, California, USA). Analysis was performed using ImageJ
by a single blinded reviewer. Hindbrains were processed in batches and measurements
were not linked to fetal size or sex.
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2.3.2 Whole Mount Immunofluorescence Staining of Forebrain Vascularization
E18.5 fetuses and placentas from three litters for each genotype (n = 26 Pgf -/- and
n = 24 Pgf +/+ fetuses) were collected, sexed and weighed. The fetuses were fixed in 4%
PFA. 14 Pgf +/+ fetuses from three litters and 18 Pgf -/- fetuses from three litters were
randomly selected and used to assess forebrain vascularization. Brains were dissected and
embedded in agarose. 100µm sections were blocked in 1% Triton-X and 10% NGS in
PBS for 4hr at 4°C. Vessels were stained overnight at 4°C with 20 µg/ml TRITCconjugated IB4. Forebrain sections were imaged with a Zeiss M1 Imager microscope.
Vessel diameter was determined using ImageJ. Vessel percentage of the total area,
junction density, total vessel length, average vessel length and the number of vessel end
points were quantified using Angiotool. All analyses were conducted by a single blinded
reviewer.
2.3.3 Whole Mount Immunofluorescence Staining of the Circle of Willis
Formation and connectivity of the circle of Willis were evaluated in Pgf -/- and Pgf
+/+

E14.5 and P7 mice. Fetal studies used all pups from three litters for each genotype.

Postnatal studies used at least three pups from each of three litters per genotype. Males
and females were studied at both stages. Fetuses were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C
before dissection. P7 mice were anaesthetized using pentobarbital 50 mg/kg i.p. and
perfused via the left ventricle with 1 mL 4% PFA after which the heads were immersionfixed in 4% PFA overnight. Skulls were removed for visualization of the anterior circle
of Willis. After blocking in PBS with 0.1% Triton-X and 10% NGS for 3hr, brains were
incubated with a 10 μg/mL IB4 solution overnight at 4°C. After washing, the anterior
circle of Willis was visualized using a Zeiss M1 Imager microscope. The posterior
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cerebral and communicating arteries were not analyzed due to technical difficulties in
dissecting the posterior brain. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ. Fetal and
neonatal body and brain dimensions as well as circle of Willis vessel diameters,
connectivity and vessel numbers were quantified by a single blinded reviewer.
2.3.4 Adult Ink Perfusion and Circle of Willis Imaging
Mice (n = 3 male and 4 female Pgf -/- and 4 male and 3 female Pgf +/+) were
anaesthetized with 50 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital i.p. for perfusion with 2 mL PBS
through the left ventricle followed by 2 mL Pelikan black ink (Wallack’s Art Supplies,
Kingston, ON). The brains were isolated and images of the circle of Willis were obtained
with a Zeiss Lumar.V12 stereo microscope (Zeiss, Toronto, Canada) with Motic Images
Plus 2.0 (Motic, Hong Kong, China). Measurements of the circle of Willis dimensions,
vessel length, angles and diameters as well as number of vessels were completed using
ImageJ by a blinded reviewer.
2.3.5 Analysis of Adult Cerebrovasculature by Micro-Computed Tomography
Imaging
Untreated adult Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice (n = 8 males and 8 females per genotype)
as well as PBS- and PGF-treated adult mice (n = 8 males and 8 females per treatment
group) were prepared for µCT imaging. Mice were anesthetized with an overdose of
sodium pentobarbital (75 mg/kg i.p.). Mice were perfused using a Servo pressure pump
(PS-200-P, Living Systems Instrumentation) according to the protocol previously
published by Ghanavati et al. (2014). Briefly, mice were perfused through the heart with
5U/mL heparinized PBS at 50 mmHg after tying off the inferior vena cava and clamping
the descending aorta. The common carotid arteries were clamped for a 2min perfusion at
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150 mmHg with Microfil (MV-122, Flow Tech Inc, Carver, MA, USA) to fill the
posterior circulation of the brain. Then the carotid arteries were unclamped and the
perfusion continued for 20min. The Microfil was allowed to polymerize for 90min at 30
mmHg and then the head was removed and dissected to isolate the brain within the skull.
The brain was fixed inside the skull overnight in 10% formalin. The skull was decalcified
in 8% formic acid (F0507, Sigma-Aldrich) over 48hr. Finally, the samples were rinsed,
embedded in 1% agarose gel (AGA001-100, Bioshop) and stored at 4°C until imaging.
Images were acquired using a Bruker Skyscan 1272 micro-CT scanner (Bruker Skyscan,
Belgium). The scanning protocol was as follows: with the X-ray source at 80 kV and 125
A, the specimen was rotated 180 in 0.2 increments, generating 900 views which were
reconstructed into data blocks with a 12 m voxel size.
Reconstructed images were normalized so the voxel intensities were between 0
and 1, and registered to a common space as previously described (Chugh et al. 2009).
Each image was manually segmented to exclude extracerebral vessels using Display
software (Montreal Neurological Institute, Canada). The structure of the vasculature was
identified automatically using a previously described segmentation algorithm (Rennie et
al. 2011). Vessel segments with diameter less than 0.04 mm were removed due to low
imaging reliability for vessels this size. Total vessel segment numbers and diameters
were extracted for comparison between genotypes. The CT images were also registered
to the previously published MRI mouse brain atlas (Dorr et al. 2008) with 9 rotational,
translation and scale parameters to determine total brain volume, which was used to
calculate vessel segment density, vessel length density and cerebral blood volume as a
percent of total brain volume.
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2.4 Assessment of Neuroanatomy by Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The first 32 untreated mice to complete behavioural testing (n = 8 males and 8
females per genotype with 1 Pgf -/- male subsequently excluded for poor image quality)
and 32 randomly selected PBS- and PGF-treated mice (n = 8 males and 8 females per
treatment group) were prepared using a method optimized for MRI (Cahill et al. 2012).
Mice were anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (75mg/kg, i.p.) and perfused through
the heart with 30mL PBS containing 10U/mL heparin and 2mM ProHance® (Bracco
Diagnostics Inc., Princeton, NJ) followed by 30mL 4% PFA (25°C, Electron Microscopy
Sciences) containing 2mM ProHance at a rate of 1mL/min. Perfused mice were
decapitated and the skin, lower jaw, ears, eyes, cartilaginous nose tip and body were
removed from the head. The brain within the skull was postfixed in 4% PFA containing
2mM ProHance at 4°C overnight. Samples were stored in PBS containing 0.01% sodium
azide (SAZ001, Bioshop) and 2mM ProHance at 4°C for a minimum of 28d prior to
imaging (deGuzman et al. 2016). A multi-channel 7.0 Tesla MRI scanner (Agilent Inc.,
Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to image the brain within the skull. Sixteen custom-built
solenoid coils were used to image the brains in parallel (Bock et al. 2005). Parameters for
the anatomical MRI scans were as follows: T2-weighted, 3D fast spin-echo sequence
using a cylindrical k-space acquisition, with a TR of 350ms and TEs of 12ms per echo for
6 echoes, four averages, field-of-view of 20mm x 20mm x 25mm and matrix size = 504 x
504 x 630 giving an image with 0.040mm isotropic voxels (Spencer Noakes et al. 2017).
To visualize and compare changes in the mouse brain, the images were linearly (6
parameter followed by a 12 parameter) and non-linearly registered together towards a
pre-existing C57BL/6 mouse brain atlas (Dorr et al. 2008). All scans were resampled with
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the appropriate transform and averaged to create a population atlas representing the
average anatomy of the study sample with all scans deformed into alignment with each
other in an unbiased fashion. This allowed for the analysis of the deformations needed to
take each individual mouse's anatomy into this final atlas space, with the goal of
modelling how the deformation fields relate to genotype (Lerch et al. 2008; Nieman et al.
2006). The Jacobian determinants of the deformation fields were then calculated as
measures of volume at each voxel. Using the results of the linear alignment, multiple
templates of a segmented anatomical atlas with 62 labelled structures (Dorr et al. 2008)
including the cortical lobes, corpus callosum, ventricles, cerebellum, brain stem, and
olfactory bulbs were created (the MAGeT procedure) (Chakravarty et al. 2013). From the
final voted segmentation, volume changes were calculated as absolute (mm3) volumes.
2.5 Cognitive Behavioural Testing
Testing was carried out in a darkened, dedicated testing room, to which animals
were habituated in their home cages for 1hr before dark cycle initiation and testing. The
testing room had minimal background noise and was dimly lit for the investigator by a
60W light bulb. Mice performed each test once. The testing session was video recorded
for blinded offline analysis. For comparison of untreated Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice, four
cognitive behavioural tests were performed on the same set of animals (n = 9 male Pgf -/-,
11 female Pgf -/-, 10 male Pgf +/+ and 13 female Pgf +/+ mice) with the aim of having at
least eight animals per sex per genotype after exclusion of animals on the tail suspension
test as described below. Untreated mice experienced the tests in the order: Y-maze
spontaneous alternation (YMSAT), tail suspension test (TST), novel object recognition
(NOR) test and serial dishabituation test (SDT). Data on locomotor activity and anxiety42

like behaviour of the untreated mice were collected in the first trial of the SDT as
opposed to during an open field test (OFT).
For comparison of PBS- and PGF-treated mice, three cognitive behavioural tests
were performed on the same set of treated mice (n = 17 males treated with PBS, 15
females treated with PBS, 37 males treated with 10 pg/g PGF, 28 females treated with 10
pg/g PGF, 12 males treated with 70 pg/g PGF, 14 females treated with 70 pg/g PGF, 17
males treated with 700 pg/g PGF and 16 females treated with 700 pg/g PGF). Treated
mice were tested in the order of OFT, TST and YMSAT.
2.5.1 Y-maze Spontaneous Alternation Test
To assess spatial learning, untreated and treated mice performed the YMSAT. The
Y-maze apparatus consisted of three identical opaque plastic arms (40cm x 8cm x 12cm),
with each arm oriented 120° apart. The walls of each arm were decorated with a unique
design of masking tape to provide visual cues. Mice were individually placed in the
centre of the maze and allowed to freely explore the three arms of the maze for 10min.
Arm entries were scored and successful alternation was defined as entry into a new arm
before returning to the two previously visited arms. Percent alternation was calculated as:
% Alternation = (number of successful alternations / total arm entries – 2) x 100 in one
trial.
2.5.2 Tail Suspension Test
To assess depressive-like behaviour of the untreated and treated mice, the TST
was performed as described previously (Can et al. 2012; Steru et al. 1985). Mice were
suspended by the tail in an opaque chamber (25cm x 25cm x 30cm). Each mouse was
suspended for 6min and testing was video recorded for offline analysis. Mice were
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considered to be immobile when they hung passively. The initial time to immobility, total
time spent immobile, and number of immobile episodes were recorded. Plastic tubing
was placed over the mouse tails to minimize climbing.
2.5.3 Novel Object Recognition Test
To test object recognition memory, untreated mice performed the NOR test as
described previously (Bettis & Jacobs, 2013; Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988). The arena was
a Plexiglass® open-field apparatus (45cm x 45cm x 25cm), and the objects were unique
constructions of Lego® blocks, varying both in color and shape. On day one of testing,
each mouse was individually released into the middle of the arena and allowed to explore
for 10min. On day two, the sample phase, each mouse was released into the middle of the
arena containing two identical objects. On day three, the choice phase, each mouse was
again released into the middle of the arena, which contained a familiar object and a novel
object. Each mouse completed the NOR once. The right/left location of the novel object
was alternated between mice to control for side biases. Each mouse was defined as
exploring an object if its nose was oriented in the direction of the object and the mouse
was within a 4 cm zone around the object. The total number of visits to each object and
total time spent exploring each object were analyzed. Preference for the novel object was
calculated as the percentage of time spent exploring the novel object as a function of the
total amount of exploration time (duration spent with novel object / (duration spent with
novel object + duration spent with familiar object) x 100).
2.5.4 Serial Dishabituation Test
To assess sex-specific strategies for object recognition and navigation, untreated
mice underwent the SDT as described by Bettis & Jacobs (2013). The arena was a
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Plexiglass® open-field apparatus (45cm x 45cm x 25cm), and the objects were unique
constructions of Lego® blocks and dissimilar from the objects used in the NOR test.
Each mouse performed 11 consecutive 6min trials, separated by 3min inter-trial periods
during which the mouse was returned to its home cage. Mice underwent the SDT once.
Tests were video recorded for offline analysis. In trial one (Open Arena) the mouse is
habituated to the open arena and activity of the mouse was assessed. Time moving,
number of times rearing and percent of time spent in the centre of the arena were
recorded. In trials two, three and four (Habituation) the mouse is exposed to an x-shaped
array of five objects. In trial five (New Location), the centre object in the array is moved
to a position outside the square. In trial seven (Spatial Switch), two objects are switched
in location but the shape of the array remains unchanged. In trial nine (Substitution), one
familiar object is substituted with a novel object. In trial eleven (Addition), a new object
is added to the array, for a total of six objects. Each new configuration of the array is
repeated in the next trial so that the repeated trial can serve as a baseline, control trial for
the next new configuration. As such, trial five is compared to trial four, trial seven to trial
six, trial nine to trial eight and trial eleven to trial ten. Each mouse was scored as
exploring an object if its nose was oriented in the direction of the object and within a 4
cm zone around the object. The total number of visits to each object and total time spent
exploring each object were analyzed. The difference in number of visits and time
exploring the changed object versus the unchanged objects were compared relative to
number of visits and time exploring in the previous trial.
2.5.5 Open Field Test
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To assess locomotor activity and anxiety-like behaviour, treated mice performed
the OFT. Mice were individually placed in a 45 cm x 45 cm arena with Actimot infrared
sensors (SPE Limited) and allowed to explore freely for 10min. Time moving, total
distance travelled, number of times rearing and the percent of time spent in the centre,
were recorded by the computer. OFT test performance was evaluated in a single trial.
2.6 Statistical Analyses
Graphpad Prism (version 6.00, San Diego, CA, USA) and RStudio (version
1.1.423) were used to perform statistical analyses of the data. Pup weights over the ten
days of treatment were compared using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Adult
weights in the treatment groups were compared using a one-way ANOVA or a two-way
ANOVA to compare treatment and sex. Two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-corrected
post-tests were used to test the statistical significance of differences in hindbrain and
forebrain vascularization and circle of Willis development with one mouse or one fetus as
a unit of analysis. A two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test was used
to analyze differences between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ postnatal retinal developmental
vascularization. In this case, only differences between genotypes were of interest as
changes over development were expected and sex was not considered. The retinal
vasculature of adult Pgf -/- males and non-pregnant females was compared to adult Pgf +/+
males and non-pregnant females using a second two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple
comparisons test. Genotype comparisons were stratified based on sex. Unpaired t-tests
were used to determine the statistical significance of differences in number of microglia,
intensity of fluorescent VEGF staining intensity and retina thickness as well as
expression of Acta2, Col4A3 and NG2 relative to Actb. Staining intensity of α-actin and
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collagen IV was compared using a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison
test. Non-pregnant, GD11.5 and GD18.5 pregnant Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ females were
compared using a two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Unpaired
two-tailed t-tests were also used to compare the retinal vascular measurement of male and
female Pgf +/+ mice in adulthood and at P5.
Number of vessel segments from the µCT analysis was compared between groups
using cumulative frequency distributions of vessel diameters with fitted spline models
with knots at 100, 200, 300 and 400 µm. The spline coefficients were compared using a
linear model incorporating genotype, sex, coefficient and contrast level in the vessel
tracking algorithm. Vessel segment density, vessel length density and cerebral blood
volume were compared between groups using unpaired, two-tailed t-tests. Two-way
ANOVA was used to test for a sex*genotype interaction. Multiple comparisons when
comparing absolute and relative volumes from MRI analysis were controlled for using
the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Genovese et al. 2002). Absolute brain volumes were
correlated with performance on the cognitive behavioural tests with Spearman rank order
correlation and an FDR of 10% for Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) adjusted p-values.
For performance on behavioural testing, unpaired t- or Mann-Whitney tests were
used to determine genotype-dependent differences. Sex differences and a sex/genotype
interaction were tested using two-way ANOVAs and Tukey’s honest significant
difference post-hoc test. Parameters that required comparing the time a mouse spent
exploring novel/familiar or changed/unchanged objects were examined with repeated
measures two-way ANOVA and Sidak post-hoc test. For these parameters, sex
differences and sex*genotype interactions were examined with linear mixed effects
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models including object, genotype and sex as fixed effects and mouse as a random effect.
A p-value of < 0.05 was the cutoff used for significance testing.
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Chapter 3
Developmental Vascularization of the CNS in the Absence of Placental
Growth Factor
3.1 Delayed Hindbrain Vascularization at E10.5 and E11.5 in Pgf -/- Mice
Mouse fetal hindbrain vascularization is usually assessed at E10.5. However, Pgf /-

mice were smaller than Pgf +/+ at E10.5 and E11.5 with significantly shorter head

lengths (p = 0.006) at E10.5 and significantly less width (p = 0.001) at E11.5 (Figure 4A,
B). Comparisons were therefore made at E10.5 and E11.5 (Figure 4C, D). The majority
of Pgf -/- fetuses had no developmental delays as assessed by Theiler staging (Kaufman,
1992). Two E11.5 Pgf -/- fetuses at lower Theiler stages were excluded from analysis.
Vessels in the E10.5 Pgf -/- hindbrain ventricular plexus were significantly narrower than
in Pgf +/+ (p = 0.0008, Figure 4E) and Pgf -/- hindbrain vessel junctions per area were
significantly greater (p < 0.001, Figure 4F). E10.5 Pgf -/- hindbrain cross-sections revealed
narrower sprout diameters (p = 0.022, Figure 4G) than present in the Pgf +/+ hindbrain.
By E11.5, differences in CNS development were more apparent and hindbrain thickness
was significantly lower (p = 0.0002, Figure 4H) in Pgf -/- fetuses despite normalization of
the hindbrain vasculature with respect to vessel diameter, number of junctions and sprout
diameter. Thus, the transient delay in vascular development linked with PGF deficiency
was sufficient to impact CNS structural development.
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Figure 4: Hindbrain vascularization at E10.5 and E11.5 in Pgf -/- mice. Investigation
of fetal length (A) and width (B) at E10.5 and E11.5 showed Pgf -/- fetuses were
significantly smaller. Length was measured crown-rump and width was measured at the
level of the heart. Hindbrain vascularization was compared between Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/fetuses at E10.5 and 11.5 by examining the IB4 stained (white) ventricular plexus (C) and
sprouting in transverse sections of the hindbrain (D). In the ventricular plexus, vessel
diameter was narrower in the Pgf -/- hindbrain vasculature at E10.5 (E). Conversely, the
number of junctions per area was significantly greater in the E10.5 Pgf -/- hindbrain
vascular plexus (F). Confocal imaging of the hindbrain cross-sections revealed smaller
sprout diameter (G) and reduced hindbrain thickness (H) in the Pgf -/- hindbrains. Means
with 95% confidence intervals are shown with p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001
represented by *, **, and ***, respectively. Scale bars show 100 µm (C) and 50 µm (D).
Figure abstracted from Luna et al. 2016.
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3.2 Normal Forebrain Vascularization at E18.5 in Pgf -/- mice
Fetal and placental weights of Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ were compared at E18.5 when
forebrain vascularization was investigated. Pgf -/- fetal weights were not significantly
difference from Pgf +/+ fetuses (1.0 g ± 0.12 versus 1.1 g ± 0.14, p = 0.41). However, Pgf /-

placental weights were significantly lower (0.10 g ± 0.03 versus 0.13 g ±0.28, p <

0.0001). Similar differences were seen when males and females were compared
separately. Fetal weights were not significantly different while both male and female and
Pgf -/- placental weights were lower than male and female Pgf +/+ placental weights
receptively (0.10 ±0.03 versus 0.14 ±0.02, p = 0.012 and 0.09 ±0.03 versus 0.12 ±0.03, p
= 0.024, respectively). Vascularization of the forebrain was similar between Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ E18.5 fetuses (representative images shown in Figure 5A). There was no
difference in vessel percentage of the total explant area (Figure 5B), junction density
(Figure 5C), total end points (Figure 5D), total vessel length (Figure 5E), average vessel
length (Figure 5F), vessel diameter (Figure 5G). When males and females were analyzed
separately, Pgf +/+ males exhibited greater vessel percentage of area (p = 0.038, Figure
5H) and total vessel length (p = 0.0431, Figure 5I) than Pgf +/+ females. However, there
was no difference between Pgf -/- males and females. Overall, absence of PGF did not
affect developmental vascularization in the forebrain at E18.5.
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Figure 5: Forebrain vascularization at E18.5 in Pgf -/- mice. There was no difference
in the forebrain vasculature (IB4-stained, white) between E18.5 Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ fetuses
(A). No difference was apparent in vessel percentage of area (B), junction density (C),
total end points (D), total vessel length (E), average vessel length (F) or vessel diameter
(G). However, male Pgf +/+ forebrains had greater vessel percentage of area (H) and total
vessel length (I) compared to female Pgf +/+ forebrains. Forebrain vasculature was
analyzed with ImageJ and Angiotool. Data was compared using one-way and two-way
ANOVAs. Graphs show individual values with mean ± standard deviation (SD). *
corresponds to p < 0.05. Scale bars show 100 µm.
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3.3 Circle of Willis Morphology at E14.5 and P7 in Pgf -/- Mice
Although E14.5 and P7 body weights were similar, P7 Pgf -/- brains were smaller
than Pgf +/+ brains (p < 0.001, Figure 6A, B). The anterior circle of Willis was visualized
in E14.5 and P7 Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ brains (Figure 6C, D). Analyses of arterial diameters
and the number of vessels revealed defects in the Pgf -/- circle of Willis. In typical Pgf +/+
brains, the anterior cerebral arteries (ACA) were different in size with one ACA on
average 80% the width of the other. In Pgf -/- E14.5 and P7 brains, the difference in
diameter was exaggerated, suggesting unilateral hypoplasia. The diameter of the narrower
ACA was less in Pgf -/- brains (p < 0.0001 at P7, Figure 6E) while the diameter of the
wider ACA was similar between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ brains. This difference is reflected by
the lower ratio of the two ACA diameters in Pgf -/- mice (p = 0.012 at E14.5; Figure 6F).
The number of vessels in the Pgf -/- anterior circle of Willis was less than in the
Pgf +/+ circle of Willis. The anterior communicating artery (AComA) was absent in a
significant proportion of E14.5 Pgf -/- brains; 45.5% had no AComAs, 50% had one
AComA and only 4.5% had more than one AComA. In Pgf +/+, 58.3% and 41.7% of
fetuses had one or more than one AComA respectively. This reduction in the presence of
AComAs is reflected in a significantly decreased average number of AComAs in Pgf -/mice (p = 0.0005; Figure 6G).
The collateral vessel number in the Pgf -/- anterior circle of Willis also differed. At
E14.5, 50% of Pgf +/+ fetuses had an extra vessel, 25% had more than one extra vessel
and only 25% did not have an extra vessel while in Pgf -/- fetuses, 86.4% had no extra
vessels, 13.6% had one extra vessel and none had more than one extra vessel. Thus, the
average number of collateral vessels was lower in Pgf -/- mice (p < 0.001; Figure 6H).
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Figure 6: Circle of Willis morphology at E14.5 and P7 in Pgf -/- mice. At E14.5 and
P7, there was no difference in fetal or pup weight (A) although Pgf -/-brains weighed
significantly less at P7 (B). Whole mount immunofluorescence with IB4 (white) provided
visualization of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs: white arrows), olfactory arteries
(black arrows) and the anterior communicating artery (AComA; white arrowhead) in the
Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- circle of Willis (outlined in red) at E14.5 (C, D) and P7 (not shown). In
many Pgf +/+ brains, an extra vessel along the ACA was present (asterisk) while in some
Pgf -/- brains, the AComA was absent (black arrowhead). Significant changes in the Pgf -/circle of Willis included a narrower diameter of one ACA (E) but not both ACAs,
resulting in a decreased ratio of the ACA diameters (F). The number of vessels present in
the anterior circle of Willis of Pgf -/- mice was lower than in Pgf +/+ mice. The mean
number of AComAs in the Pgf -/- circle of Willis at E14.5 was lower than in Pgf +/+ (G).
Similarly, at E14.5, the mean number of collateral vessels in the Pgf -/- circle of Willis
was reduced (H). Graphs show mean with 95% confidence intervals. *, **, and ***
correspond to p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001, respectively. Scale bars show 250 µm.
Figure abstracted from Luna et al. 2016.
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3.4 Pup Weight and Retinal Histology at P5 in Pgf -/- mice
At P5, body weight (3.246 g ± 1.0 and 2.98 g ± 0.89, in Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice
respectively, p = 0.3606) and the ratio of brain weight to liver-weight (1.64 ± 0.59 and
1.64 ± 0.64, in Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice respectively, p = 0.9871) were similar in Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ pups with no difference after sex stratification. P5 retinal tissue sections (unsexed)
were used for immunostaining and morphometry to evaluate numbers of microglia
(Figure 7A-C), VEGF expression (Figure 7D-F) and neural retina thickness. There was
no significant difference between genotypes in numbers of microglia present, although
there was a trend (p = 0.08) for decreased microglia in Pgf -/- retinas (Figure 7G). VEGF
localized mainly to the developing inner plexiform layer. Localization was identical
between the Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ and quantification of staining intensity suggested no
difference in VEGF expression in Pgf -/- compared to Pgf +/+ retinas (Figure 7H). No
significant differences between P5 Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ were identified in the thickness of
either whole retina (Figure 7I) or its component nerve fibre layer, ganglion cell layer,
inner plexiform layer or neuroblastic layer which is a precursor to the outer and inner
nuclear layers (Appendix B). At P5, Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ pup weights and retina morphology
were comparable.
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Figure 7: Pgf -/- retinal microglia, VEGF expression and tissue thickness. Anti-Iba1
immunohistochemical staining (brown) identified microglia in Pgf +/+ (A) and Pgf -/- (B)
P5 retinas. No staining was seen when the primary antibody was omitted (C). The
number of microglia quantified per area was not significantly different between Pgf +/+
and Pgf -/- retinas although there was a trend for decreased numbers in Pgf +/+ retinas (p =
0.08, G). Anti-VEGF immunofluorescence staining identified VEGF (red) in the inner
plexiform layer (arrows) at similar levels in Pgf +/+ (D) and Pgf -/- (E) P5 retinas. No inner
plexiform layer staining was seen when a polyclonal rabbit IgG isotype control was
substituted for the primary antibody (F). No difference was identified on quantification of
VEGF staining intensity (H). Total width of the retina was also similar between
genotypes (I). Bar graphs show mean with 95% confidence interval while box-whisker
plots show median and interquartile range. Scale bars show 100 µm (A-C) or 50 µm (DF). Figure abstracted from Kay et al. 2017.
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3.5 Retinal Vascularization at P5, P8 and P15 in Pgf -/- Mice
A time course study compared retinal vascular development in unsexed Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ pups at P5, P8 and P15. Sprouts and filopodia were quantified (representative
images in Figure 8A-D) at P5 and P8. Sprout numbers were similar at P5 but fewer in Pgf
-/-

than Pgf +/+ retinas at P8 (p < 0.0001, Figure 8E), suggesting less angiogenesis. Number

of filopodia (representative image in Fig 8F) was similar between genotypes at both time
points (Figure 8G). Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ retinal plexus maturity and organization were
compared at P5, P8 and P15 (representative images in Figure 8H-M). Deviated vessel
organization was identified at all three time points in Pgf -/- mice. At P5, Pgf -/- average
vessel length was shorter, indicating more branching. This was transient since Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ average vessel lengths were similar at P8 and P15 (p < 0.0001, Figure 8N). At P8,
vessel density was lower in Pgf -/- pups but no difference was identified between Pgf -/and Pgf +/+retinas at P5 and P15 (p = 0.0019, Figure 8O). At P8 and P15, arteriovenous
crossovers were significantly more frequent in Pgf -/- than in Pgf +/+ retinas (p = 0.0009
and p = 0.019, Figure 8P) indicating impaired vessel organization. Greater arterial branch
spacing suggestive of vessel regression was present in Pgf -/- retinas at P15 but not at P5
or P8 (p = 0.0003, Figure 8Q). Total vessel length was similar between the genotypes at
all three time points (Figure 8R). Similarly, no significant differences were present in
radial extension, an assessment of overall vessel growth to the edge of the retina (Figure
8S) or in distance from the optic disc to the capillary bed at any time point. In summary,
Pgf -/- pups exhibited altered angiogenesis, vessel organization, spacing between arterial
branches and vessel density at P5, P8, and P15.
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Figure 8: Retinal vascularization at P5, P8 and P15 in Pgf -/- mice. Comparison of
isolectin B4-labelled vessels (white) at the Pgf +/+ retinal vascular front at P5 (A) and P8
(B) to the Pgf -/- retinal vascular front at P5 (C) and P8 (D) revealed significantly fewer
sprouts (circled) at the Pgf -/- vascular front at 200X (E). Filopodia were counted at 400X
(F, arrow) with no significant difference between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ retinas (G).
Comparison of isolectin-labelled Pgf +/+ retinal vascular plexus (white) at P5 (H), P8 (I)
and P15 (J) with the Pgf -/- retinal vascular plexus at corresponding developmental time
points (K, L, and M respectively) revealed increased frequency of arteriovenous
crossovers in Pgf -/- retinas at P8 and P15 (N). Furthermore, spacing between the arterial
branches of the Pgf -/- retinal plexus was greater than Pgf +/+ at P15 (O). Vessel density
was also less at P8 in the Pgf -/- retinas (P). Average vessel length was lower at P5 in Pgf /mice (Q) but no difference in total vessel length was found at any time point (R). Radial
extension was also similar at P5, P8 and P15 in the Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice (S). Bar graphs
show mean with 95% confidence interval. * corresponds to p <0.05 while ** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.001 and **** p < 0.0001. Scale bars show 50 µm (A-D, F) or 100 µm (H-M).
Figure abstracted from Kay et al. 2017.
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Chapter 4
Adult CNS Vasculature, Neuroanatomy and Behaviour in the Absence
of Placental Growth Factor
4.1 Retinal Vasculature in Untreated Adult Male and Non-pregnant Female Pgf -/Mice
The long-term impact from vascular deviations during development was
investigated by comparing adult retinal vasculatures using sexed Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice
(representative images in Figure 9A-D). In Pgf -/- males, vessel organization was
significantly impaired with more arteriovenous crossovers (p = 0.0008, Figure 9E) and
more abnormal veins (p = 0.001, Figure 9F) than Pgf +/+ males. There was no significant
difference in number of crossovers or number of abnormal veins between non-pregnant
adult Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ females. Pgf -/- males also differed from Pgf +/+ males in measures
of vessel density and plexus maturity. Distance between arterial branches was greater in
Pgf -/- than Pgf +/+ males (p = 0.0016, Figure 9G) while arterial diameter was shorter (p =
0.043, Figure 9H). Vessel density was greater in Pgf -/- than Pgf +/+ males but junction
density was similar (p = 0.0061, Figure 9I, J). Conversely, the lacunarity or uniformity of
the vessels was less in Pgf -/- compared to Pgf +/+ males (p = 0.03, Figure 9K). These
differences were not seen between non-pregnant Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ females. Female Pgf -/differed from female Pgf +/+ mice in a single parameter, arterial tortuosity, which was
greater in the absence of PGF (p = 0.012, Figure 9L).
Since a sex difference was suggested in our analyses of adult Pgf -/- retinal vessels,
data from the Pgf +/+ male and Pgf +/+ female retinas were reanalysed to establish whether
physiological, sex-based differences are present in adult mouse retinal vasculature
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(Appendix C). Additional comparison of Pgf +/+ female and male retinal vasculatures at
P5 revealed no differences in any parameter examined (Appendix D), suggesting sex
differences are normally induced by sexual maturity. In sum, Pgf -/- males showed altered
vessel organization, vessel branching and vessel density.
Whole mount immunofluorescence was used to address impact of PGF deficiency
on retinal vascular wall structure. Vessel coverage by α-actin-expressing smooth muscle
cells was qualitatively similar in Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ males and females (representative
images in Figure 10A, B). Distance of α-actin+ cell coverage of arteries from the optic
disc was also similar for Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ males and females. Likewise, there was no
apparent difference in the extent of collagen IV coverage of Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ vessels
(representative images in Figure 10C, D), suggesting no differences in composition of the
vascular basement membrane. Quantification of fluorescence intensity indicated no
significant difference in arterial expression of α-actin between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ retinal
arteries of either sex (Figure 10E). However, arterial collagen IV expression was
increased in adult, non-pregnant female but not male Pgf -/- retinal arteries (p < 0.0001,
Figure 10F).
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Figure 9: Retinal vasculature in adult Pgf -/- mice. The isolectin-labelled retinal
vasculature in adult male (A) and adult non-pregnant female (B) Pgf +/+ mice was
compared to the retinal vasculature of adult male (C) and adult non-pregnant female (D)
Pgf -/- mice. The number of arteriovenous crossovers (arrow) was greater in male Pgf -/mice (E). Similarly, the number of abnormal veins with reduced symmetry and early
branching (arrowhead marks abnormal vein, * marks normal vein) was greater in Pgf -/than in Pgf +/+ males (F). In male mice, arterial branch spacing was greater in Pgf -/retinas (G) while arterial diameter was less (H). Vessel density (I) was also greater in
male Pgf -/- mice although junction density was not different (J). Lacunarity was lower in
male Pgf -/- mice compared with male Pgf +/+ mice (K). In females, only greater arterial
tortuosity was noted in Pgf -/- compared to Pgf +/+ mice (L). Bar graphs show mean with
95% confidence interval while box-whisker plots show median and interquartile range.
Scale bars show 500 µm. * corresponds to p <0.05 while ** corresponds to p < 0.01 and
*** p < 0.001. Figure abstracted from Kay et al. 2017.
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Figure 10: Smooth muscle actin and collagen IV vessel coverage in adult Pgf -/retina. Vascular smooth muscle cell coverage of Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- retinal vessels was
examined using anti-actin (green) and IB4 (red) staining. Adult Pgf +/+ male (A) and
female (data not shown) and adult Pgf -/- male (B) and female (data not shown) retinal
vasculature had similar coverage with vascular smooth muscle cells. The distance from
the optic nerve that arteries were fully covered by muscle cells was not significantly
different between sex-matched Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice. Basement membrane integrity in
Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ retinal vasculature was determined using anti-collagen IV (blue).
Complete basement membranes were seen in both adult Pgf +/+ female (C) and adult Pgf -/female (D) retinal vasculatures. Quantification of α-actin expression by intensity of the
fluorescent staining at a constant exposure time revealed no difference in α-actin
expression in the arteries (E). The intensity of collagen IV staining was increased in
female Pgf -/- retinal arteries (F). Bar graphs show mean with 95% confidence interval.
Scale bars show 50 µm. **** corresponds to p < 0.0001. Figure abstracted from Kay et
al. 2017.
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4.2 Quantification of Acta2, Col4A3 and NG2 in Adult Pgf -/- Eyes
To support and extend the findings made by whole mount immunofluorescence,
PCR was undertaken using adult whole eyes. No significant differences in expression of
Acta2, Col4A3 or NG2, a pericyte marker, were present between sex-matched Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ eyes (Figure 11A-C). There was also no difference between expression of these
genes between male and female eyes and no statistical interaction between genotype and
sex. The similarity in expression of vascular smooth muscle, basement membrane, and
pericyte markers suggests no difference between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ eyes in mural cell
coverage, vessel integrity or arterial specification.
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Figure 11: RNA expression in the adult Pgf -/- retina. There was no significant
difference in expression of Acta2 (A), Col4A3 (B) or NG2 (C) in Pgf -/- compared with
Pgf +/+ retinas as determined by PCR analysis. Bar graphs show mean with 95%
confidence interval. Data abstracted from Kay et al. 2017.
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4.3 Retinal Vasculature in Pregnant Adult Pgf -/- Mice
To determine if the circulatory demands of advanced pregnancy could reveal
differences in the adult female Pgf -/- retinal vasculature, adult Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ females
were studied at mid-pregnancy (GD11.5) and late pregnancy (GD18.5). Pregnancy
induced little alteration in mouse maternal retinal vessels. Arterial branch spacing and
arterial diameter were similar in non-pregnant, GD11.5 and GD18.5 retinas in both Pgf -/and Pgf +/+ mice (Figure 12A, B). Vessel density was greater in maternal Pgf -/- GD18.5
retinas compared to maternal Pgf -/- GD11.5 retinas but there was no difference compared
to non-pregnant Pgf -/- or compared to Pgf +/+ at any matched time point (p = 0.049, Figure
12C). There was also no difference in junction density (Figure 12D) or lacunarity at any
time point or between genotypes (Figure 12E). Tortuosity was similar between genotypes
throughout pregnancy and only differed between genotypes in non-pregnant females (see
above; Figure 12F). Total vessel length was similar at all three time points and between
the genotypes (Figure 12G); however, average vessel length was greater in the GD11.5
Pgf +/+ retinas compared to non-pregnant and GD18.5 Pgf +/+ (p = 0.021 and p = 0.0012
respectively, Figure 12H). Overall, pregnancy only induced small differences in the
female retina, suggesting little vascular remodelling occurs in this plexus during mouse
pregnancy. Additionally, since the Pgf -/- retinal vasculature did not differ from the Pgf +/+
retinal vasculature during pregnancy, PGF is unlikely to have physiological roles in
maternal gestational retinal vascular remodelling.
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Figure 12: Retinal vasculature in pregnant Pgf -/- mice. Differences between the retinal
vasculature of non-pregnant, GD11.5 and GD18.5 mice of both genotypes were
investigated. There was no difference in arterial branch spacing (A) or arterial diameter
(B). Vessel density (C) was greater in GD11.5 Pgf -/- females compared to GD18.5 Pgf -/females but junction density was similar between gestational time points and both
genotypes (D). Lacunarity (E) and tortuosity (F) also did not differ over pregnancy,
although non-pregnant Pgf -/- females had greater tortuosity than non-pregnant Pgf +/+
females as shown in Figure 3. Total vessel length (G) was not different over pregnancy or
between genotypes. Average vessel length (H) was greater in GD11.5 Pgf +/+ females
compared to non-pregnant and GD18.5 Pgf +/+ females. Bar graphs show mean with 95%
confidence interval while box-whisker plots show median and interquartile range. *
corresponds to p < 0.05. Figure abstracted from Kay et al. 2017.
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4.4 Circle of Willis Morphology in Adult Pgf -/- Mice
Ink perfusion was used to examine the circle of Willis in adult Pgf -/- mice (Figure
13A). There was no significant difference between genotypes for either the wider or
narrower ACA diameter (data not shown). Similar to E14.5 and P7, in adulthood the
average number of communicating vessels was significantly lower in Pgf -/- mice,
particularly in the female mice (p <0.05, Figure 13B). There was no statistically
significant difference in the number of collateral vessels in the adult Pgf -/- circle of Willis
(Figure 13C). Overall, while the anterior circle of Willis is still complete in Pgf -/- mice,
its reduced number of vessels suggests that Pgf -/- mice may be vulnerable to
cerebrovascular insults due to collateral vessel deficiencies.
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Figure 13: Circle of Willis morphology in adult Pgf -/- mice. The circle of Willis was imaged in
adult male and female Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- mice using ink perfusion (A). The average number of
anterior communicating arteries (AComAs, arrowhead) was decreased in female Pgf -/- mice (B).
There was no significant difference in the numbers of anterior collateral vessels on the anterior
cerebral arteries (arrow) in either male or female Pgf -/- mice (C). Graphs show mean with 95%
confidence intervals. * corresponds to p < 0.05. Scale bars show 1 mm. Figure abstracted from
Luna et al. 2016.
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4.5 Greater Number of Cerebral Vessels in Adult Pgf -/- Mice
Representative 2D images of the 3D µCT scans of the cerebral vessels in Pgf -/and Pgf +/+ brains are shown in Figure 14A and 14B. The effect of genotype on the spline
model coefficients was significant (F = 27.4016, p = 4.884 (10-7). Pgf -/- mice had a
greater number of 40-100 µm diameter vessels than Pgf +/+ mice (Figure 14C) although
there was no difference in the number of large diameter vessels. There was a significant
genotype*sex interaction (F = 4.3709, p < 0.001) although both male and female Pgf -/mice tended to have more 40-100 µm diameter vessels than Pgf +/+ male and female mice
(Figure 14D). Vessel segment density was significantly greater in Pgf -/- mice (p = 0.002,
Figure 14E) as was vessel length density (p = 0.004, Figure 14F). However, there was no
significant difference in cerebral blood volume between the two genotypes (p = 0.719,
Figure 14G). There was no significant genotype*sex interaction for either vessel segment
density, vessel length density or cerebral blood volume.
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Figure 14: µCT examination of the cerebrovasculature in adult Pgf -/- mice. Imaging
of the cerebral vasculature in untreated Pgf +/+ (A) and Pgf -/- (B) mice (n = 8 males and 8
females of each genotype) revealed Pgf -/- mice had greater numbers of 40-100 µm
diameter vessel segments in the brain (C). Both male and female Pgf -/- mice had more
small-diameter vessels relative to Pgf +/+ controls (D). Vessel segment density (E) and
vessel length density (F) were greater in Pgf -/- mice but cerebral blood volume was not
different (F). Cumulative frequency histograms were analyzed using fitted spline models
and linear modelling of the spline coefficients. Vessel segment density, vessel length
density and cerebral blood volume were compared using unpaired two-tail t-tests. Graphs
show averaged cumulative frequency histograms with 95% confidence interval or mean
±SD. In the cumulative frequency histograms, Pgf +/+ mice are represented by grey and
Pgf -/- mice represented by red with females and males differentiated by darker and lighter
shades, respectively. Black circles represent Pgf +/+ while grey squares represent Pgf -/mice. *** corresponds to p <0.001.
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4.6 Smaller Brain Structure Volumes in Adult Pgf -/- Mice
Analysis of the MRI scans revealed significant changes to the absolute and
relative volumes of Pgf -/- brain structures. The absolute volume of the total brain and 10
of 62 specific structures (the arbor vitae of the cerebellum, cerebellar cortex, inferior
cerebellar peduncle, entorhinal cortex, occipital cortex, parieto-temporal cortex, inferior
colliculus, medulla, olfactory bulbs, and pre-parasubiculum) were smaller in Pgf -/compared to Pgf +/+ mice (Figure 15A). The occipital cerebral cortex and entorhinal
cerebral cortex in particular had large percent differences between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice.
The fourth and lateral ventricles had non-significantly larger absolute volumes supporting
a decrease in brain size. Relative volume analysis identified significantly smaller relative
volume in 4 of 62 brain structures (the cerebellar cortex, inferior cerebellar peduncle,
entorhinal cortex and occipital cortex) and significantly larger relative volume in 10 of 62
structures – the frontal cortex, cerebral peduncle, fimbria, fornix, hippocampus,
hypothalamus, lateral septum, lateral ventricle, mammilothalamic tract and medial
septum (Figure 15B). Voxel-wise analysis showed significant decreases in absolute
volume throughout the Pgf -/- brain, counterbalanced by widespread increases in relative
volume in adjacent regions (Figure 16). Males and females were not examined separately
as there was no significant genotype*sex interaction.
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Figure 15: MRI structural analysis of the adult Pgf -/- brain. MRI imaging of mice
that underwent behavioural testing (n = 8 males and females of each genotype with 1 Pgf
-/male excluded for poor image quality) revealed significant differences in the absolute
volume of 10/62 brain structures and total brain volume (far left) between the Pgf +/+ and
Pgf -/- mice (A). The difference in relative volume was significant in 14/62 areas with 4
areas smaller and 10 areas larger in the Pgf -/- mice (B). Graphs show percent difference
in average volume with significance indicated by filled red bars.
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Figure 16: MRI voxel-wise analysis of the adult Pgf -/- brain. Voxel-wise comparison
revealed size differences in widespread areas of the Pgf -/- brain seen in coronal sections
(i-ix) of the MRI scan. Significantly smaller (blue) absolute volume is complemented by
significantly larger (red) relative volumes. Structures are identified as abv: arbor vita of
cerebellum; Amg: amygdala; BFB: basal forebrain; CbCx: cerebellar cortex; cc: corpus
callosum; cp: cerebral peduncle; CPu: caudate/putamen; DG: dentate gyrus; EC:
entorhinal cortex; fi: fimbria; FL: frontal lobe; fx: fornix; Hi: hippocampus; Hy:
hypothalamus; icp: inferior cerebellar peduncle; LS: lateral septum; LV: lateral ventricle;
MB: midbrain; mtt: mammillothalamic tract; Me: medulla, ml: medial lemniscus; MS:
medial septum; NA: nucleus accumbens; OB: olfactory bulb; OL: occipital lobe; pag:
periaqueductal grey matter; Po: pons; PPS: pre-parasubiculum; PTL: parietotemporal
lobe; sc: superior colliculus; scp: superior cerebellar peduncle; sm: stria medullaris; Th:
thalamus; TV: third ventricle. Data were analyzed using a False Discovery Rate of 0.1 for
multiple comparisons.
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4.7 Cognitive Behavioural Testing
4.7.1 Impaired Spatial Learning in Pgf -/- Mice
Percent alternation on the YMSAT was lower in Pgf -/- mice compared to Pgf +/+
mice (p = 0.0124, Figure 17A) suggesting impaired spatial learning. No difference was
seen in the total number of arm entries (Figure 17B) suggesting the difference was not
due to altered exploratory behaviour. When males and females were analyzed separately,
there was no sex*genotype interaction. Total arm entries were not different between
genotypes when males and females were compared separately. However, sex (F = 9.219,
p = 0.0043) and the sex*genotype interaction (F = 4.818, p = 0.0342) were significant as
Pgf +/+ females had significantly more arm entries than Pgf +/+ males (p = 0.0025, data
not shown). This difference was not present between Pgf -/- males and Pgf -/- females.
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Figure 17: Impaired spatial learning in Pgf -/- mice. Compared to Pgf +/+ mice, Pgf -/mice exhibited a significantly lower percent alternation (A) despite no difference in the
total number of arm entries (B) in the YMSAT. Each mouse completed the 10 min
YMSAT once. Data were analyzed with unpaired, two-tailed t-tests. Graphs show mean ±
SD. Black circles represent Pgf +/+ mice while grey squares represent Pgf -/- mice. n = 23
Pgf +/+ and 20 Pgf -/- male and female mice. * corresponds to p < 0.05.
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4.7.2 Less Depressive-like Behaviour in Pgf -/- Mice
Four Pgf +/+ females, three Pgf -/- females and one Pgf -/- male climbed their tails
during testing and were excluded from analysis of total time immobile and number of
immobile episodes. Latency to immobility was quantifiable for two of these Pgf +/+
females and the Pgf -/- male. These mice were therefore included in that analysis. Each
mouse underwent the TST once. Time to immobility in the TST was similar in Pgf -/- and
Pgf +/+ mice (Figure 18A). However, Pgf -/- mice spent significantly less time immobile
overall (p = 0.0466; Figure 18B) and had significantly fewer immobile episodes (p =
0.042; Figure 18C) compared to Pgf +/+ mice. Stratification of males and females did not
reveal a sex*genotype interaction in difference in time to immobility, total time immobile
or number of immobile episodes (data not shown).
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Figure 18: Less depressive-like behaviour in Pgf -/- mice. Compared to Pgf +/+ mice,
Pgf -/- mice showed no difference in time to immobility (A) although they spent less time
immobile (B) and had fewer immobile episodes (C) on the TST. Each mouse completed
the 6 min TST once. Unpaired two-tailed t-tests or Mann-Whitney test for data that were
not normally distributed were used for analysis. Graphs show mean ± SD. Black circles
represent Pgf +/+ mice while grey squares represent Pgf -/- mice. n = 23 Pgf +/+ and 20 Pgf /male and female mice. * corresponds to p < 0.05.
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4.7.3 Greater Preference for Novel Objects in Pgf -/- Mice
In the NOR test, both Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice acclimatized to the objects between
the sample phase and the choice phase. Although there was no significant difference
between the sample and choice phase for Pgf -/- mice, Pgf +/+ mice spent more time
visiting objects in the sample phase compared to the choice phase (p = 0.0291, Figure
19A). Both Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice made significantly fewer visits to objects in the choice
phase compared to the sample phase (p = 0.0004 for Pgf -/- mice and p < 0.0001 for Pgf
+/+

mice, Figure 19B). There was no significant difference between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+

mice with respect to total time visiting or total number of visits during either the sample
or choice phases. No sex difference or sex*genotype interaction was identified (data not
shown).
To determine if the mice could differentiate between the novel and familiar
objects, the time visiting the novel and familiar objects during the choice phase was
compared. Pgf -/- mice but not Pgf +/+ mice spent significantly more time investigating the
novel object than the familiar object (p = 0.0479, Figure 19C) although there was no
difference in the number of visits to the novel object compared to the familiar object for
either Pgf- -/- or Pgf +/+ mice (Appendix E). Pgf- -/- showed a higher level of preference for
the novel object with respect to proportion of time visiting compared to Pgf +/+ mice (p =
0.0446, Figure 19D). Pgf -/- mice also exhibited a greater proportion of total visits to the
novel object than Pgf +/+ mice although the difference was not statistically significant
(Appendix E). There was no difference between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice in time visiting or
number of visits when the right and left objects were compared suggesting no side
preference was present. There was no sex*genotype interaction.
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Figure 19: Novel object recognition of Pgf -/- mice. On the NOR test, Pgf +/+ but not Pgf
-/mice spent less time exploring the objects during the choice phase compared to the
sample phase, although there was no difference between genotypes in either phase (A).
Both Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- mice made fewer visits to the objects during the choice phase
compared to the sample phase with no significant difference between genotypes in either
phase (B). In the choice phase, Pgf -/- mice were able to differentiate between the novel
object and familiar objects and spent more time exploring the novel object (C).
Correspondingly, Pgf -/- mice exhibited greater preference for the novel object compared
to Pgf +/+ mice as measured by the percent of total time spent exploring the novel object
(D). Each mouse completed three 10 min trials. In the first trial, the arena was empty. In
the second trial, two identical objects were present for the sample phase. In the third trial,
one familiar object and one novel object were present for the choice phase. Data were
analyzed with repeated measures two-way ANOVA or an unpaired, two-tailed t-test.
Graphs show values for individual mice in the sample and choice phases (A, B, C), or
mean ± SD (D). Circles represent Pgf +/+ mice while squares represent Pgf -/- mice. n = 23
Pgf +/+ and 20 Pgf -/- male and female mice. * corresponds to p < 0.05, *** corresponds to
p <0.001 and **** corresponds to p < 0.0001.
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4.7.4 Reduced Exploration but no Difference in Object Memory in Pgf -/- Mice
Activity and anxiety-like behaviour were examined in the Open Arena trial of the
SDT. Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice exhibited no difference in the total time spent moving
(Figure 20A) suggesting no difference in activity levels. However, Pgf -/- mice reared
fewer times, suggesting an impairment (p = 0.0204, Figure 20B). Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice
spent a similar percentage of the time in the centre of the arena suggesting no difference
in anxiety-like behaviour (Figure 20C). No sex difference was present as Pgf -/- and Pgf
+/+

males and females were similar with respect to total time spent moving and percent of

time spent in the centre of the arena (data not shown). Although Pgf -/- females reared
significantly fewer times than Pgf +/+ females (p = 0.0143) and Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ males
did not differ (p = 0.9383), the sex*genotype interaction was not significant.
Both Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice spent less time investigating the objects in each
subsequent trial with no difference between the genotypes on any trial (Figure 20D) or
with respect to total time investigating the objects over the entire SDT (data not shown).
Number of visits to the objects also declined over the trials indicating acclimatization
(Figure 20E). Although no significant difference between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice was
identified on any individual trial, Pgf -/- mice tended to make fewer visits each trial and
made significantly fewer visits to the objects over the entire SDT (p = 0.017, Figure 20F)
suggesting reduced exploratory behaviour. No sex*genotype interaction was present.
Object memory and attention were examined in the New Location, Substitution,
Spatial Switch and Addition trials of the SDT. Both Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice discriminated
between the changed object in a New Location and the unchanged objects, showing a
greater increase in time investigating the changed object (p = 0.0076 for Pgf -/- mice and p
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< 0.0001 for Pgf +/+ mice, Figure 20G) and a greater number of visits (p = 0.0009 for Pgf /-

mice and p =0.0001 for Pgf +/+ mice, data not shown). Only Pgf -/- mice significantly

discriminated between the changed and unchanged objects in the Substitution trial (p =
0.0362, Figure 20H). Neither the Pgf -/- or the Pgf +/+ mice discriminated between the
changed and unchanged objects in the Spatial Switch (Figure 20I) or Addition trials,
although both non-significantly tended to spend more time with the changed object in the
Addition trial (Figure 20J). Pgf -/- mice made significantly more visits to the Addition
object than to the unchanged objects (p = 0.0392, data not shown). There was no
sex*genotype interaction for any of the trials (data not shown).
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Figure 20: Locomotor activity, anxiety-like behaviour and object memory in Pgf -/mice. In the SDT first trial, Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- mice spent similar amounts of time moving
(A) although Pgf -/- mice reared fewer times (B). The time spent in the centre of the arena
as a percentage of total time was also similar between Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- mice (C). Pgf +/+
and Pgf -/- mice spent similar amounts of time exploring the objects in each trial (D)
although Pgf -/- mice tended to make fewer visits to the objects (E). Pgf -/- mice had a
lower total number of visits (F). Pgf +/+ and Pgf -/- mice exhibited a significantly greater
increase in time investigating the changed object compared to the unchanged objects
during the New Location trial (G). Only Pgf -/- mice spent significantly greater time
investigating the changed object in the Substitution trial (H). Neither the Pgf +/+or Pgf -/had significantly greater increases in exploration of the changed objects during the
Spatial Switch (I) or Addition (J) trials. Each mouse underwent 11 consecutive trials in
the SDT. The first trial allowed accommodation to the empty arena and was used to
analyze locomotor activity and anxiety-like behaviour. The second to fourth trials
familiarized the mice with an array of objects. The geometry of the array was distorted
(New Location, Addition) or objects were exchanged without altering the geometry
(Spatial Switch, Substitution) in later trials. Changes in the time spent investigating
changed and unchanged objects relative to the baseline trial experienced directly
previously are presented. Data were analyzed using unpaired, two-tailed t-tests, MannWhitney tests and two-way repeated measures ANOVAs. Graphs show mean ± SD.
Circles represent Pgf +/+ mice while squares represent Pgf -/- mice. Black bars show the
change in time spent investigating the changed object(s) while light grey bars show the
change in time investigating the unchanged objects. n = 23 Pgf +/+ and 20 Pgf -/- male and
female mice. * corresponds to p < 0.05, ** corresponds to p < 0.01, **** corresponds to
p < 0.0001.
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4.7.5 Correlations between Brain Structure Absolute Volume and Performance on
Behavioural Testing
Absolute volumes of the 62 structures were tested for significant correlations with
performance on cognitive behavioural testing (Table 2). Volume of areas in the
hippocampus correlated with time immobile during the TST, and the volume of the
habenular commissure and pontine nucleus correlated with performance on the NOR and
SDT. However, no correlations were significant after correction for multiple
comparisons.
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Table 2: Significant correlations between brain structure absolute volume and
performance on behavioural testing.
Behavioural Test
YMSAT – percent
alternation
TST – time
immobile
NOR test –
preference for novel
object

SDT trial 1 –
total time moving

SDT trial 1 –
percent of time spent
in centre of arena

SDT – total time
visiting objects

R

p-value

BH-adjusted
p-value

Mammillary bodies

-0.375

0.0376

>0.999

Cerebellar peduncle: inferior
Dentate gyrus of hippocampus
Medulla
Stratum granulosum of hippocampus
Basal forebrain
Habenular commissure
Pontine nucleus
Third ventricle
Amygdala
Cerebral cortex: frontal lobe
Habenular commissure
Mammillary bodies
Olfactory tubercle
Pontine nucleus
Subependymale zone: rhinocele
Cerebellar peduncle: middle
Cerebral peduncle
Habenular commissure
Lateral olfactory tract
Olfactory tubercle
Optic tract
Pontine nucleus
Stria terminalis
Anterior commissure: pars anterior
Cerebellar peduncle: middle
Cerebral peduncle
Habenular commissure
Olfactory tubercle
Pontine nucleus
Stria terminalis

0.593
0.492
0.466
0.458
-0.358
-0.465
-0.385
-0.407
0.355
0.443
0.426
0.489
0.368
0.429
0.377
0.396
0.411
0.420
0.395
0.490
0.412
0.480
0.429
0.463
0.368
0.398
0.462
0.412
0.530
0.408

0.0029
0.0171
0.0251
0.0279
0.0480
0.0085
0.0323
0.0230
0.0499
0.0125
0.0167
0.0052
0.0415
0.0160
0.0368
0.0275
0.0218
0.0188
0.0279
0.0052
0.0213
0.0063
0.0161
0.0094
0.0426
0.0274
0.0089
0.0220
0.0025
0.0236

0.179
0.531
0.520
0.432
0.743
0.525
0.668
0.714
0.442
0.387
0.259
0.323
0.429
0.331
0.456
0.244
0.225
0.291
0.216
0.321
0.264
0.193
0.333
0.195
0.377
0.283
0.276
0.341
0.154
0.293

Brain Region

BH -- Benjamini-Hochberg; NOR – Novel Object Recognition, R – Spearman rank correlation
rho; SDT – Serial Dishabituation Test; TST – Tail Suspension Test, YMSAT – Y-maze
Spontaneous Alternation Test
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Chapter 5
Placental Growth Factor Treatment in the Postnatal Period Alters Adult
Pgf -/- Mouse Neuroanatomy and Behaviour
5.1 Treatment Period and Adult Weights of Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with
PGF
Pups were weighed daily from P1 to P10 (Figure 21A). From day 7 onward, 70
pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF-treated pups weighed significantly less than PBS-treated pups.
Pups treated with 10 pg/g PGF also weighed less than PBS-treated pups beginning at day
8. After statistical correction for litter, there were no significant differences between the
treatment groups. Two pups in the PBS control group, six pups in the 10 pg/g PGFtreated group and one pup in the 70 pg/g PGF-treated group died before P10. No pups
died in the 700 pg/g PGF-treated group. There was no significant difference in adult body
weight between any of the groups (Figure 21B). When males and females were analyzed
separately, there was no difference between treatment groups although, as expected,
males were significantly heavier than females.
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Figure 21: Pup and adult weights of PGF-treated mice. Comparison of pup weights
from P1-10 (A) found that 70 pg/g (significance demonstrated by #) and 700 pg/g
(significance demonstrated by ^) treated pups weighed significantly less than PBS treated
pups beginning on day 7. 10 pg/g treated pups weighed less than PBS treated pups
beginning at day 8 (significance demonstrated by *). There was no significant difference
between the 10 pg/g, 70 pg/g and 700 pg/g treated pup weights at any time point. At
euthanasia and perfusion, there was no difference in adult weight between any of the
treated groups (B). Data were analyzed with two-way ANOVA or one-way ANOVA.
Graphs show mean ±SD. White circles represent to PBS-treated mice, light grey squares
represent to 10 pg/g treated mice, medium grey triangles represent 70 pg/g treated mice
and dark grey inverted triangles represent 700 pg/g treated mice. */# corresponds to
p<0.05, **/^^ corresponds to p < 0.01.
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5.2 Retinal Vasculature in Adult Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with PGF
The retinal vasculature was assessed in male and female mice (n = 10 mice per
treatment group) from each treatment group after perfusion for MRI. Leaked red blood
cells from the perfusion obscured vessels in some retinas, preventing some parameters
from being evaluated. The number of crossovers and abnormal veins could not be
evaluated in 3 of the 10 pg/g PGF-treated males and 1 of the 70 pg/g PGF-treated males.
Distance from the optic disc to the plexus could not be evaluated in 2 of the 70 pg/g PGFtreated mice and 2 of the 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice. Arterial diameter and venous
diameter could not be evaluated in 1 of the 70 pg/g PGF-treated females and 1 of the 700
pg/g PGF-treated males. Angiotool measurements including vessel percentage of area,
junction density, total and average vessel length and number of end points could not be
evaluated in 1 of the 10 pg/g PGF-treated males. All other measurements included all 10
animals from each treatment group.
Representative images of the vascular plexus are presented in Figure 22A. There
was no difference in the number of arteriovenous crossovers (Figure 22B), arterial branch
spacing (Figure 22C), arterial diameter (Figure 22D), junction density (Figure 22E), the
number of abnormal veins, the distance from optic disc to plexus, arterial tortuosity,
venous diameter, average vessel length or the total number of vessel end points (data not
shown) between any of the groups. The percentage of area occupied by vessels was
significantly less in the 10 pg/g PGF-treated group compared to PBS-treated (p =
0.0033), 70 pg/g PGF-treated (p = 0.001) and 700 pg/g treated (p = 0.0036) animals
(Figure 22F). When examined by sex, 10 pg/g PGF-treated males had significantly lower
percentage of area occupied by vessels than PBS-treated (p = 0.0275), 70 pg/g PGF95

treated (p = 0.0006) and 700 pg/g PGF-treated (p = 0.0153) males. 10 pg/g PGF-treated
females tended to have lower percentage of area occupied by vessels but the difference
was not statistically significant (data not shown). Similarly, 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice
had lower total vessel length than 70 pg/g PGF-treated mice (p = 0.0324; Figure 22G).
Stratification by sex revealed 70 pg/g PGF-treated males had significantly higher total
vessel length relative to PBS-treated (p = 0.0458) and 10 pg/g PGF-treated (p = 0.0003)
males. 700 pg/g PGF-treated males also had significantly higher total vessel length that
10 pg/g PGF-treated males (p = 0.0327) but were not different from PBS-treated controls.
There was no significant difference in total vessel length between doses in the female
mice (data not shown). Although distance to the plexus and junction density had
significant sex*dose interactions, there was no significant difference between groups on
post-hoc testing. Overall, postnatal treatment with PGF did not have a robust effect on the
developing retinal vasculature.
Smooth muscle coverage of the retinal arterioles was also investigated with αactin staining. Although staining intensity tended to be lower in PBS- and 10 pg/g PGFtreated female retinas, there was no qualitative difference between any treatment groups.
Representative images are shown in Figure 23. Postnatal PGF treatment did not appear to
affect retinal arteriole mural cell coverage.
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Figure 22. Retinal vasculature in adult PGF-treated mice. The retinal vasculature was
compared between PBS, 10 pg/g, 70 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF-treated male and female
mice (A). Vessels (white) were stained with TRITC-conjugated IB4. ImageJ and
Angiotool were used for analysis. There was no significant difference in the number of
crossovers (B), arterial branch spacing (C), arterial diameter (D) or junction density (E).
Vessel percentage of the area was significantly lower in 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice
compared to PBS treated mice as well as 70 pg/g and 700 pg/g treated animals
(significance compared to PBS treated shown, F). Total vessel length was also less in 10
pg/g treated mice compared to 70 pg/g treated mice (G). Data were analyzed using oneway ANOVAs. Graphs show individual values with mean ±SD. White circles represent
to PBS-treated mice, light grey squares represent to 10 pg/g treated mice, medium grey
triangles represent 70 pg/g treated mice and dark grey inverted triangles represent 700
pg/g treated mice. * corresponds to p <0.05 and ** corresponds to p <0.01. Scale bars
show 100 µm.
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Figure 23: Smooth muscle cell coverage of retinal vessels in PGF-treated mice. The
mural cell coverage of the retinal arterioles and venules was assessed using TRITCconjugated IB4 to identify vessels (red) and Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated anti α-actin to
identify smooth muscle (green). Staining intensity was qualitatively less in PBS and 10
pg/g treated females but there was no apparent difference in SMC coverage between any
doses (A). Scale bars show 100 µm.
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5.3 µCT-Assessed Cerebrovasculature in Adult Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with
PGF
Representative 2D images of the 3D µCT scans of the cerebrovasculature are
shown in Figure 24A-D. Vessel segment number by diameter was examined using a
linear model to compare the spline coefficients of the cumulative frequencies. Treatment
group was not significant in the model (F = 0.7586, p = 0.518) and there was no
difference between any of the groups with post-hoc comparisons (Figure 24E). Sex but
not the sex*treatment interaction was significant in the model (F = 8.656, p = 0.00351
and F = 2.398, p = 0.0681, respectively). There were no significant differences between
groups on post-hoc testing (Figure 24F). Overall, early postnatal treatment with PGF did
not impact vessel segment number or diameter in the adult mouse.
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Figure 24: µCT examination of the cerebrovasculature in adult PGF-treated mice.
Representative images are shown of PBS-treated (A), 10 pg/g PGF-treated (B), 70 pg/g
PGF-treated (C) and 700 pg/g PGF-treated (D) mouse brains. There was no significant
difference in the cumulative frequencies of vessel segments between treatment groups
(E). There was also no significant difference between treatment groups when males and
females were analyzed separately (F). Cumulative frequency histograms were analyzed
using fitted spline models and linear modelling of the spline coefficients. Graphs show
averaged cumulative frequency histograms with 95% confidence interval or mean ±SD.
In the cumulative frequency histograms, PBS-treated mice are represented in grey, 10
pg/g PGF-treated mice in red, 70 pg/g PGF-treated mice in blue and 700 pg/g PGFtreated mice in green. When separated by sex, females are represented by lighter shades.
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5.4 Altered Brain Structure Volume in Adult Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with
PGF
Sixteen mice from each treatment group were perfused for MRI volumetric
analysis. One PBS-treated male, one 10 pg/g PGF-treated females and two of the 10 pg/g
PGF-treated males were excluded for poor perfusion quality. Absolute volume of 62
brain structures was assessed and presented as percent differences in volume relative to
PBS-treated mice (Figure 25). Overall, treatment groups tended to have smaller
ventricular volume, with significantly smaller cerebral aqueduct volume in the group
treated with 10 pg/g PGF. The group treated with 70 pg/g PGF had significantly larger
lateral olfactory and optic tracts, although these structures were non-significantly smaller
in the groups treated with 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF. Only the group treated with 70 pg/g
PGF had significantly different volume of the cortex with greater occipital lobe cortex
volume. The limbic system structure volumes tended to be non-significantly smaller in all
treatment groups, with significantly smaller amygdala volume in groups treated with 10
pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF. The group treated with 10 pg/g PGF also tended to have smaller
basal ganglia volumes, with a significant difference in basal forebrain volume. However,
there was no clear trend for volume change in the basal ganglia at higher doses. There
was also no clear change in hypothalamic/thalamic or commissure volumes in any of the
treatment groups. Finally, brainstem and cerebellar structure volumes tended to be greater
in the group treated with 70 pg/g PGF, with significantly larger inferior colliculus and
facial nerve, as well as larger pons and medulla. Conversely, the groups treated with 10
pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF had non-significantly smaller brainstem and cerebellar structures.
In general, the group treated with 70 pg/g PGF appeared to have larger brain structure
volumes while groups treated with 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF tended to have smaller
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brain structure volumes relative to PBS-treated control. The absolute and relative volume
(data not shown) differences were similar, suggesting an isolated effect on the impacted
structures.
When absolute volumes of the brain structures that were significantly different
were compared, a linear dose response was not seen (Figure 26A-J). In the lateral
olfactory tract, optic tract, occipital lobe cortex, facial nerve, inferior colliculus, pons and
medulla, structure volume was significantly greater in the 70 pg/g PGF-treated group but
was similar to PBS-treated at 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF doses. Conversely, the cerebral
aqueduct and basal forebrain were smaller in the 10 pg/g PGF-treated group and the
amygdala was smaller in the 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF-treated groups. Significant
sex*dose interactions were identifiable for the volumes of 5 structures (Figure 26K-O).
Lateral olfactory tract volume shrunk with increasing dose in males but appeared to be
larger in volume at the 70 pg/g PGF dose in females (Figure 26K). Likewise, the inferior
colliculus volumes were larger at higher doses in males and smaller at higher doses in
females (Figure 26L). Conversely, the volumes of the amygdala (Figure 26M), nucleus
accumbens (Figure 26N) and arbor vitae of cerebellum (Figure 26O) tended to larger at
high doses in males and smaller at high doses in females.
Voxel-wise comparison of brain volume identified few differences (Figure 27).
There were small areas of significantly greater volume (red) in the frontal lobe,
hippocampus, thalamus and periaqueductal grey matter. There were also small areas of
significantly smaller volume (blue) in the hypothalamus, lateral ventricle, entorhinal
cortex and arbor vitae in the cerebellum. Voxel-wise comparison also identified areas that
exhibited a dose*sex interaction in the interpeduncular nucleus and entorhinal cortex.
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Figure 25: MRI structural analysis of the adult PGF-treated brain. The percent
difference in absolute volume of 62 brain structures compared to PBS-treated control was
determined for 10 pg/g (A), 70 pg/g (B) and 700 pg/g (C) PGF-treated mice. There were
16 mice per treatment group with 4 excluded for poor perfusion quality. Significance was
tested using a 10% FDR and is presented in red.
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Figure 26: Brain structures with significantly different volume in adult PGF-treated
mice. Dose response relationships were examined in brain structures that differed
significantly between groups (A-J). In the cerebral aqueduct and basal forebrain (A,F),
volumes were significantly smaller only in the 10 pg/g PGF-treated group. Amygdala
volume (E) was significantly less in the 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF-treated groups.
Volumes of the lateral olfactory tract (B), optic tract (C), occipital cortex (D), facial
nerve (G), inferior colliculus (H), pons (I) and medulla (J) were significantly greater in
the 70 pg/g PGF-treated group but similar to PBS-treated in the 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g
PGF-treated groups. Significant sex-dose interactions were present in the lateral olfactory
tract (K), inferior colliculus volume (L), amygdala (M), nucleus accumbens (N) and arbor
vitae of the cerebellum (O). Graphs show individual values with mean ±SD. White
circles represent to PBS-treated mice, light grey squares represent to 10 pg/g PGF-treated
mice, medium grey triangles represent 70 pg/g PGF-treated mice and dark grey inverted
triangles represent 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice. * corresponds to FDR of 10% compared
to the PBS-treated group.
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Figure 27: MRI voxel-wise analysis of the adult PGF-treated brain. Voxel-wise
comparison revealed minor differences between the 10 pg/g PGF- and PBS-treated mice
(A). When sex*dose interactions were examined, few areas of the brain were found to
have significant interactions and only at the 700 pg/g PGF dose (B). Red corresponds to
significantly larger areas. Blue corresponds to significantly smaller areas. Structures are
identified as abv: arbor vita of cerebellum; EC: entorhinal cortex; FL: frontal lobe; Hi:
hippocampus; Hy: hypothalamus; ip: interpedunclar nucleus; LV: lateral ventricle; pag:
periaqueductal grey matter; PTL: parietotemporal lobe; sc: superior colliculus; Th:
thalamus. Data were analyzed using a FDR of 10% for multiple comparisons.
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5.5 Cognitive Behavioural Testing
5.5.1 Decreased Locomotor Activity and Greater Anxiety-like Behaviour in Pgf -/Mice Treated Postnatally with PGF
Malfunction of the Actimot infrared beam during experiments resulted in
deviation of measurements partway through the study. Therefore, all mice that performed
the OFT after equipment malfunction were excluded, leaving n = 22 treated with PBS, 53
treated with 10 pg/g PGF, 17 treated with 70 pg/g PGF and 29 treated with 700 pg/g
PGF. In the OFT, 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice spent less time moving (Figure 28A) and
travelled less distance overall (Figure 28B) compared to the other treatment groups.
However, the 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice did not exhibit a difference in the number of
times rearing (Figure 28C). The 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice also spent significantly less of
the time in the centre of the arena than the PBS-, 70 pg/g and 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice
(Figure 28D) suggesting an increase in anxiety-like behaviour. Similar results were seen
after sex stratification for both males and females. Time moving was significantly
decreased in both male and female 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice (p = 0.0094 and p = 0.0010,
respectively). Total distance travelled was significantly decreased in female (p = 0.0311)
and non-significantly decreased in male 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice (p = 0.2516). There
was no difference in the number of rearings between groups in males or females. Finally,
male 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice showed a significant decrease in percent of time spent in
the centre (p = 0.0202) while female 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice exhibited a nonsignificant decrease in percent of time spent in the centre (p = 0.2777).
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Figure 28: Less locomotor activity and greater anxiety-like behaviour in PGFtreated mice. In the OFT, mice treated with 10 pg/g PGF spent less time moving
compared to the other groups (A) and travelled less distance in total compared to the
other groups (B) although there was no difference between the groups with respect to
number of times rearing (C). Mice treated with 10 pg/g PGF also spent a lower
percentage of time in the centre compared to the other groups (D). Graphs show mean
with SD. White circles represent PBS-treated mice, light grey squares represent 10 pg/g
PGF-treated mice, medium grey triangles represent 70 pg/g treated mice and dark grey
inverted triangles represent 700 pg/g treated mice. ** corresponds to p < 0.01 compared
to the PBS treated group. **** corresponds to p < 0.0001 compared to the PBS treated
group. Significance between the 10 pg/g and 70 pg/g or 700 pg/g groups is not shown on
the graphs.
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5.5.2 Less Depressive-like Behaviour in Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with PGF
700 pg/g PGF-treated mice tended to have longer time to immobility in the TST
(p = 0.0884 with a Kruskal-Wallis test; Figure 29A). After sex-stratification, 700 pg/g
PGF-treated female mice exhibited significantly greater time to immobility compared to
female PBS- and 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice (p < 0.0001 versus PBS-treated and p =
0.0001 versus 10 pg/g PGF-treated; Figure 29B). However, total time spent immobile did
not differ between any of the groups (Figure 29C). Total time spent immobile was also
similar between all treatment groups in male and female mice (Figure 29D).
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Figure 29: Less depressive-like behaviour in PGF-treated mice. On the TST, there
was a trend for 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice to demonstrate longer times to immobility
than PBS- and 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice (A). After sex stratification, female but not male
700 pg/g PGF-treated mice had a significantly longer time to immobility than PBS- or 10
pg/g PGF-treated mice (B). There was no difference in total time immobile between any
of the groups (C). After sex stratification, all the groups had similar total times immobile
(D). Graphs show mean ±SD. White circles represent PBS-treated mice, light grey
squares represent 10 pg/g PGF-treated mice, medium grey triangles represent 70 pg/g
PGF-treated mice and dark grey inverted triangles represent 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice.
*** corresponds to p<0.001, **** corresponds to p < 0.0001.
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5.5.3 Spatial Learning in Pgf -/- Mice Treated Postnatally with PGF
All PBS and PGF-treated mice performed similarly on the YMSAT test (Figure
30A) suggesting no effect of treatment on spatial learning. There was no difference in the
total number of entries made in any group (Figure 30B). Sex-stratification did not reveal
a sex-specific effect of treatment on performance (Figure 30C, D).
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Figure 30: Spatial learning in PGF-treated mice. On the YMSAT, all groups
performed similarly and achieved similar percent alternation scores (A). No difference
was identified in the total number of arm entries (B). After sex stratification, no
difference was identified in percent alternation (C) or total entries (D). Graphs show
mean ±SD. White circles represent PBS-treated mice, light grey squares represent 10
pg/g PGF-treated mice, medium grey triangles represent 70 pg/g PGF-treated mice and
dark grey inverted triangles represent 700 pg/g PGF-treated mice.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Vascular, Neuroanatomical and Behavioural Differences in Pgf -/- Mice
Pgf -/- mice exhibit deviated central nervous system vascularization, neuroanatomy
and behaviour relative to Pgf +/+ mice, with differences persisting in adulthood (Appendix
F). Vascular, neural and behavioural changes are closely linked in these mice. Likewise,
in humans, insults during development are expected to lead to lifelong differences in
vascularization, neuroanatomy and cognition. Although PE occurs acutely in women after
20 weeks of gestation, low PGF levels in maternal plasma are present by the first
trimester in many women who progress to PE (Levine et al. 2004; Litwińska et al. 2017;
Nevalainen et al. 2017; Tidwell et al. 2001). Thus, the timeframes for suboptimal
placental PGF production and CNS vascular development overlap. Since PGF has both
angiogenic (Carmeliet et al. 2001) and neuroprotective abilities (Du et al. 2010), it is
difficult to temporally separate the neural effects of PGF deficiency from the vascular
changes. Altered vascularity may affect neural development or, alternatively, altered
neural development may impair vascularization. Vascularization and neural development
are controlled by a multifaceted, shared system of ligands and receptors. Cues including
the netrins, semaphorins/neuropilins, Slit/Robo and the ephrins direct both vessel and
neuron growth (Carmeliet et al. 2005). Likewise, VEGF signaling has an important role
in both neurogenesis and angiogenesis. In Pgf -/- mice and in PE-F1s changes to the
cerebrovasculature could underlie inappropriate neuroanatomy and altered behaviour and
cognition.
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In the first pilot imaging study of PE-F1 children, vessel radius was significantly
smaller in the occipital and parietal lobes (Rätsep et al. 2016b). PGF is a well-known
arteriogenic and vessel maturation factor during angiogenesis (Gaál et al. 2013; Pipp et
al. 2003). Therefore, Pgf -/- mice were originally also expected to have fewer, smaller
vessels. Importantly, µCT analysis of the cerebrovasculature in mice is semi-automated
and objective. However, it is limited by scanner sensitivity to vessels with diameter >40
µm, meaning the microvasculature cannot be assessed. Unexpectedly, Pgf -/- mice
displayed a significant increase in the number of 40-100 µm vessels in the adult brain.
The increase in the number of small-diameter vessels in adult Pgf -/- mice translates to an
increase in vessel segment and vessel length density. However, cerebral blood volume
was similar in Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ mice suggesting that the greater number of small vessels
in the Pgf -/- brain does not result in increased blood supply. One potential explanation of
the greater number of small vessels is that they represent vessels that failed to mature.
However, no deficit in the number of large vessels was seen, suggesting the lack of PGF
impacted vascularization by a more complex mechanism. Neural and cerebrovascular
development relies on an intricate network of neurotrophic and angiogenic growth factors
and receptors. Lack of PGF expression may have repercussions on the balance between
the different factors, leading to abnormal development that permanently alters
cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour.
The cerebrovascular phenotype of Pgf -/- mice both resembles and differs from
VEGF conditional knockouts. Specific knockout of VEGF in the brain results in lethality
with greatly reduced brain size, enlarged ventricles, and impaired vascularity (Haigh et
al. 2003; Li et al. 2013; Raab et al. 2004). Clearly, both Pgf -/- and VEGF conditional
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knockout mice demonstrate smaller brains with larger ventricular size. However, Pgf -/mice have more, rather than fewer vessels. VEGF-driven vascularization of the brain is at
least partially hypoxia-driven (Tomita et al. 2003). Thus, greater VEGF activity during
development in response to hypoxia may explain the greater number of small diameter
vessels in the adult Pgf -/- brain. VEGF expression has been reported as upregulated in
Pgf -/- mice (Carmeliet et al. 2001). VEGF compensation, driven by hypoxia, may also
explain the normalization of hindbrain vessels at E11.5 in Pgf -/- mice. In this case,
physiologically low oxygenation in the developing hindbrain would drive VEGF
expression and vascularization until the tissue was supplied appropriately. Although
greater VEGF expression could not be detected by immunohistochemistry in the retina,
retinal vessel density in adult Pgf -/- males was increased, suggesting either excessive
angiogenesis or impaired vascular pruning.
Angiogenesis and neurogenesis are co-dependent and require the same cues.
(Bozoyan et al. 2012; Cariboni et al. 2011; Jin et al. 2002; Li et al. 2013; Rosenstein et
al. 2003; Sun et al. 2010). As such, despite apparent normalization or overcompensation
in vessel number in Pgf -/- mice, aberrant expression of these cues may result in altered
organization of vessels and aberrant brain formation. In the retina, inappropriate vessel
organization was identified in Pgf -/- mice. The murine retina has a well-described timecourse of early postnatal vascularization (Fruttiger, 2007) and is frequently used to
investigate the impacts of specific factors on developmental angiogenesis. The described
pattern of retinal vascular development is robust enough that culture assays using
explanted murine retinas have been proposed for investigation of angiogenesis regulation
(Appendix G). In the murine retina, unlike the human retina, clearly separated arteries
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and veins that do not cross are present. Pgf -/- mice have a greater frequency of abnormal
arteriovenous crossovers throughout development. Increased incidence of arteriovenous
crossovers has been reported in mice lacking the cytoplasmic domain of NRP1, a coreceptor for PGF, and in mice haplo-insufficient for neurally-produced VEGF (Haigh et
al. 2003; Fantin et al. 2011). The arteriovenous crossovers in the Pgf -/- retinas are
therefore a consistent outcome from disturbed PGF/VEGF/NRP1 signaling. Although
NRP1 has other ligands including SEMA3A and VEGF164, the Nrp1 -/- cerebral vascular
phenotype is not fully replicated by either Sema3a -/- or Vegf120/120 models suggesting the
presence of another ligand (Fantin et al. 2009). PGF may fulfill this role during
cerebrovascular development, underlining its potential importance in the pathogenesis of
altered PE-F1 neurodevelopment.
Pgf -/- mice also demonstrated reduced connectivity in the circle of Willis with
defects predictive of decreased blood flow. These changes may have limited impact on
brain health under normal conditions but would increase sensitivity to ischemia when
blood flow is obstructed. This finding potentially explains why radiotelemetry
experiments were previously unsuccessful in 80% of adult Pgf -/- males and females
(Rätsep et al. 2015). Defects in the circle of Willis following gestational PGF deficiency
could also explain the higher incidence of stroke in PE-F1s (Katanjie et al. 2009).
Changes to vascular smooth muscle cell recruitment in Pgf -/- mice may impact
development of the circle of Willis. PGF is known to act directly on endothelial cells, but
also has roles in mural cell and macrophage recruitment (Dewerchin and Carmeliet,
2012). Deficient mural cell recruitment may impair arteriogenesis (Pipp et al. 2003).
However, no difference in α-actin expression on retinal arteries was identified by
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quantitative immunofluorescence in Pgf -/- adult mice. Macrophages also have important
roles in the formation of anastomoses and are important for collateral vessel formation
(Pipp et al. 2003). There was no significant difference in the number of microglia present
in P5 Pgf -/- retinas, suggesting that PGF may not have a direct effect on microglial
recruitment and that vascular changes were not due to microglia-related pathways.
However, there was a trend for fewer microglia and PGF has been shown to promote
macrophage recruitment. Changes to microglia in the brain could also underlie changed
cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour. Overall, absence of PGF during
development may lead to reduced brain vascularization through many different pathways.
Vascular changes in Pgf -/- mice were not isolated. Neuroanatomy was also
permanently altered. Total brain volume and 10 of 62 brain structures had smaller
absolute volume, including relatively large reductions in occipital lobe (-19.8%
difference), and entorhinal cortex (-12.1% difference). These volume reductions may
relate to impairments in visual processing (object recognition), and spatial navigation
(Boccara et al. 2010; Fyhn et al. 2004; Jacobs et al. 2010). In particular, the entorhinal
cortex is intricately linked with the hippocampus for spatial memory and navigation
(Fyhn et al. 2004; Jacobs et al. 2010). Alterations to these structures may correspond to
impaired performance on the YMSAT and less exploration of objects on the NOR test
and SDT. When volumes relative to total brain volume were compared between
genotypes, 10/62 structures were larger, perhaps reflecting unchanged size in the context
of smaller total brain volume. In Pgf -/- mice, limbic system structures including the
hippocampus, fimbria, fornix and mammilothalamic tract relative volumes were larger,
seeming to correspond to larger relative volume of the amygdala in PE-F1 children.
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Similarly, in Pgf -/- mice, the cerebral peduncle relative volume was larger, perhaps
corresponding to larger brainstem size in PE-F1s (Rätsep et al. 2016b). However, the
other brain areas identified to have larger relative volume in these two studies – the
hypothalamus, frontal lobe, medial septum, lateral septum and lateral ventricle in Pgf -/mice, and the cerebellum and temporal lobe in PE-F1s (Rätsep et al. 2016b) – did not
correspond. In fact, relative volumes of the cerebellar cortex and inferior cerebellar
peduncle were smaller rather than larger in Pgf -/- mice.
In PE-F1s, altered cerebellar architecture links to impaired performance on eyetracking studies with increased velocity, decreased accuracy and a greater number of
saccades (Rätsep et al. 2016a). PE-F1s also demonstrate impaired memory for names but
better performance on the memory-guided eye-tracking task (Rätsep et al. 2016a). While
none of the behavioural tests in mice directly parallel these outcomes in children, Pgf -/mice exhibit impaired spatial memory relative to Pgf +/+ mice. One challenge of studying
cognitive changes using a mouse model is that many aspects of cognition including
verbal reasoning and arithmetic ability do not exist in mice. Instead, cognitive assessment
in mice focuses on navigation, object recognition and ability to learn to associate cues
with reward. Here, cognitive behaviour was assessed with well-established tests including
the YMSAT, NOR and SDT. More sensitive tests exist, including the Attentional Set
Shifting test for cognitive flexibility. However, these tests are more time-intensive. As
Pgf -/- mice were identified to have behavioural differences on the YMSAT, NOR and
SDT, future testing with these more sensitive tests to demonstrate more subtle defects
may be valuable.
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Although both volumetric and behavioural differences were present in Pgf -/- mice,
no significant correlations between the brain structure absolute volume and behavioural
testing performance were present after correcting for multiple comparisons. MRI of the
mouse brain is a powerful, semi-automated and objective technique to assess the volume
of the total brain and of 62 specific structures. Furthermore, completing behavioural
testing and MRI imaging on the same cohort allowed for correlations between brain
volume and behaviour to be examined. However, volumetric assessments may not
correspond to brain function. In both Pgf -/- mice and PE-F1s, altered behaviour and
cognitive performance may relate to disrupted balance between regions of the brain rather
than to a difference in one specific structure. Furthermore, brain activation may not
directly correspond to size. Structure volume does not examine the number and
connectivity of the neurons present. In fact, if greater numbers of glial cells are present,
the structure could appear similar in size despite having fewer neurons.
Overall, Pgf -/- mice exhibit differences in the CNS vasculature and neuroanatomy
as well as alterations on behavioural testing. The underlying mechanisms still need to be
elucidated. Imbalanced angiogenic signaling, aberrant vessel and neural patterning and
impaired mural cell or microglia recruitment are all avenues for future research.
6.2 Sex as a Modifier of Maladaptive Response to Developmental Insults
It is becoming apparent that males and females respond differently to
developmental insults like PE. First, males and females appear to differ physiologically.
The brain has been identified as sexually dimorphic both structurally (Gong et al. 2011;
Yan et al. 2011) and with respect to cerebral blood flow velocity (Tontisirin et al. 2007).
Further, maternal circulating PGF is known to be higher in healthy human pregnancies
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with a male rather than female fetus (Enninga et al. 2015). Second, during experience of
adverse in utero conditions, the male and female response differs. Sex-differences are
reported in humans after in utero insults with respect to the “brain-sparing” phenomenon
(Barker et al. 2012). In preeclamptic pregnancies, the inflammatory, angiogenic and
apoptotic responses also differ by fetal sex (Muralimanoharan et al. 2013). Finally, the
outcome of experiencing development insult differs based on sex, with males more
strongly affected. In particular, cognitive function is altered in males to a greater extent
than in females (Reynolds et al. 2011; van Wassenaer et al. 2011). Therefore, Pgf -/- male
and female mice were analyzed based on sex as well as genotype.
A key, novel finding of this work is that the adult mouse retinal plexus is sexually
dimorphic. Since no sexually-dimorphic differences were present in the developing P5
Pgf +/+ retina, sex hormones may be responsible for the differences present in adulthood.
Risks for ocular disease in humans differ between sexes. While current research has been
inconclusive regarding sex-related risk of age-related macular degeneration (Schmidl et
al. 2015), male sex is a risk factor for more severe retinopathy of prematurity in preterm
infants (Yang, Donovan and Wagge, 2006). Conversely, diabetic retinopathy appears to
have an earlier onset at puberty in girls (Benitez-Aguirre et al. 2014).
In the brain, male mice appeared to have a greater number of vessel segments
than females and the sex*genotype interaction was significant. However, both male and
female Pgf -/- mice had more small diameter vessels than their Pgf +/+ counterparts. There
was also no distinctive difference in forebrain vascularization or the circle of Willis
between male and female animals. MRI results also lacked sex*genotype interactions.
Further, genotype*sex interactions were not observed during cognitive behavioural
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testing in our study, despite the use of the NOR test and the SDT which are reported to be
sensitive to sex-differences (Bettis & Jacobs, 2013). Overall, total absence of PGF in the
mouse model likely has a sex-independent effect that does not fully model the in utero
effects of a low-PGF PE gestation and respective adaptation of the male or female human
fetus.
6.3 Potential Mechanisms of Preeclampsia-Induced Impairment of Brain
Development
Many processes that may impact fetal brain development are concurrent during a
PE gestation. To begin with, the underlying maternal risk factors for a PE-pregnancy may
impact fetal development. Genetic predisposition for PE may also predispose offspring to
poor cardiovascular health (Davis et al. 2012). It cannot be ruled out that these genetic
factors also impact neural development and cognition. Likewise, environmental risk
factors are shared within families. However, comparison of siblings affected and
unaffected by PE suggests that more than just shared genetic and environmental risk
alters cognition in PE-F1s (Ehrenstein et al. 2009). IUGR and prematurity are two
additional factors that correlate with impaired cognition and occur during many PE
pregnancies. However, corrections for birth weight and gestational age at birth do not
abolish the significant association between PE gestation and altered cognition (Many et
al. 2010; Tuovinen et al. 2012b). Therefore, PE-experience must also impact fetal brain
development through fetal programming. The pathology of PE is complex and there are
many potential mechanisms. Here, unbalanced pro- and anti-angiogenic factor
production, hypoxia, the inflammatory milieu of PE and altered glucocorticoid
metabolism and will be discussed.
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Unbalanced production of pro- and anti-angiogenic factor is likely an important
aspect of the developmental vascular effects of PE. Disturbed placental growth factor
(PGF) production is one of the best described angiogenic factor alterations during PE,
although there is a gap in knowledge regarding fetal expression of PGF during PE. While
maternal and fetal circulating concentrations of PGF are known to be correlated (Staff et
al. 2005; Torry et al. 1998), local expression of PGF in the brain may be a more
important driver of vascularization. Importantly, local production of PGF or other factors
in human fetal brain during PE has not been assessed. Additionally, the timing of PGF
downregulation in PE has not been fully elucidated. Impaired PGF production may occur
subsequent to PE-related pathology, potentially due to impaired flow and loss of fluid
shear stress in the placenta. (Lecarpentier et al. 2016). In this case, low-PGF related
alterations to fetal vascular development would occur subsequent to lower fetal
circulating PGF concentrations. Alternatively, if downregulation of PGF occurs before
blastocyst formation, both placental PGF production and global fetal PGF expression
would be low.
PGF is expressed in the oocyte and pre-implantation embryo (Kocabas et al.
2006; Xie et al. 2010; Zeng et al. 2004). In sheep, placental and fetal membrane
expression of PGF and VEGF and VEGFR1 are altered by in vitro fertilization, a known
risk factor in humans for PE (Grazul-Bilska et al. 2014). Altered placental expression of
angiogenic factors has also been linked to embryonic angiogenic factor expression in the
context of congenital heart defects. In cases of congenital heart defects, RNA expression
of 100 genes by microarray is altered in the placenta (Arcelli et al. 2010) and sVEGFR1
and VEGF expression levels are higher in the fetal brain (Sánchez et al. 2017). Similarly,
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greater nuchal translucency by ultrasound at 10-11 weeks of human gestation has been
linked to differing mRNA expression of 101 genes in placental chorionic villi (Farina et
al. 2006). Maternal circulating PGF is also low when fetuses have a congenital heart
defect in the first (Llurba et al. 2013), second (Llurba et al. 2014) or third trimesters
(Curti et al. 2015). In these pregnancies with abnormal embryonic development, maternal
risk of PE is higher (Ruiz et al. 2016). Placental dysfunction in PE may result from
inappropriate maternal vascular or immunological adaptation, pre-existing impairments
in the blastocyst or a combination of these factors. Where placental dysfunction and
altered fetal development are linked, placental findings like decreased PGF expression
may offer clues into compromised fetal development. Overall, PGF is one of the most
prominent angiogenic factors altered in PE and is a potential candidate to explain
vascular changes in the fetus. However, alterations in other angiogenic factors and
pathways cannot be ruled out.
Hypoxia is one factor during PE pregnancies that can alter fetal development. In
fetal sheep, chronic hypoxia alters the hippocampus, cerebellum and cerebrum (Duncan
et al. 2004) and increases the number of blood vessels (Duncan et al. 2000). In L-NAMEtreated rat models of PE, the placenta and fetal brain are hypoxic and there is increased
gliosis and decreased neuron number in the fetal hippocampus (Li et al. 2015). In human
PE, increased placental hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α expression has been repeatedly
been demonstrated (Ali et al. 2018; Rajakumar et al. 2004; Rath et al. 2016; Sezer et al.
2013). Although fetal hypoxia is more difficult to assess, nucleated red blood cells in
cord blood are a marker of chronic fetal hypoxia and are higher in PE (Bayram et al.
2010). Likewise, a lower ratio between Doppler-measured middle cerebral artery and
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umbilical artery resistance indicates cerebral vasodilation in response to hypoxia in PEaffected fetuses (Ebrashy et al. 2005). Both the elevation of nucleated red blood cells and
lower resistance ratio are more prevalent in PE pregnancies complicated by IUGR
(Bayram et al. 2010; Ebrashy et al. 2005). Therefore, hypoxia may be a more important
mechanism for altered brain development in IUGR-affected PE pregnancies.
Another aspect of PE-gestation is the pro-inflammatory state. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines including interleukin (IL)1β, IL2, IL6, IL10, interferon (IFN)-γ, and tumour
necrosis factor-α circulate at higher concentrations in maternal blood in PE (Ferguson et
al. 2017; Szarka et al. 2010). Maternal inflammation during pregnancy is known to affect
fetal neural development. For example, inflammation during gestation is associated with
higher risk for schizophrenia (Goldstein et al. 2014). In healthy development, maternal
circulating cytokines are associated with offspring cognition (Dozmorov et al. 2018).
Although some cytokines are positively associated with child cognitive ability, elevated
IL1β and IFN-γ concentrations correlate with lower IQ and reduced cognitive flexibility
respectively (Dozmorov et al. 2018). Altered recruitment and maturation of microglia in
the brain in response to cytokine signaling may also affect brain development (reviewed
by Prins et al. 2018).
Glucocorticoid signaling may also be deviated in PE with adverse effects on fetal
brain development. Cortisol is well-known to affect fetal neural development. In humans,
maternal cortisol concentrations are correlated with offspring brain connectivity (Kim et
al. 2017). Greater concentrations of cortisol may affect the fetal brain in PE (Tuovinen et
al. 2010) as placental metabolism of cortisol is impaired and cord blood concentration of
cortisol is higher (McCalla et al. 1998). However, recent studies have reported an
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increase in systemic 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity and lower maternal
circulating concentrations of cortisol in PE (Kosicka et al. 2018; Vasku et al. 2018). It is
unclear if altered glucocorticoid metabolism impairs fetal brain development in PE.
Overall, multiple possible mechanisms for altered brain development in PE exist.
More research is needed to understand which occur in PE, with the eventual goal of
developing treatments that prevent or reverse these developmental changes (Figure 31).
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Figure 31: Concurrent pathological processes in PE that may affect fetal brain
development. Shared genetic and environmental factors may increase risk of maternal
PE and risk of impaired fetal brain development. Changes to circulating maternal factors
in PE including lack of pro-angiogenic factors, excess cortisol and pro-inflammatory
cytokines may also affect the placenta and fetal development. Altered pro-angiogenic
factor and pro-inflammatory cytokine production may also worsen the maternal condition
and subsequently the intrauterine environment. The pathogenesis of PE also leads to
hypoxia, potentially IUGR and often preterm delivery, all of which also may impact brain
development. Overall, multiple mechanisms may lead to altered cerebrovasculature,
neuroanatomy and cognition in PE-F1s. Although neural development is deviated during
the fetal period, treatment at birth may be able to correct development deficits arising
during a PE-gestation experience. A pro-angiogenic factor like PGF, other bioactive
molecules, or combinations of factors may be potential candidates for treatments.
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6.4 Animal Modelling of Effects of Preeclampsia in Offspring
At present, the offspring behavioural effects of PE exposure have been examined
in sVEGFR1-induced (Carver et al. 2014a,b), L-NAME-induced (Cauli et al. 2010; Liu
et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2017) and Pgf -/- models. None of these models fully resemble the
human syndrome of PE. The Pgf -/- model is robust, genetically-based and consistent in
that PGF expression is absent in all tissues, including the placenta and the brain.
Furthermore, null by null breeding was used to exclude any developmental exposure to
circulating maternal or littermate PGF. Active transport of PGF across the placenta has
not been ruled out, despite the assumption that PGF does not passively cross the placenta
due to the lack of plasma protein exchange across the placenta (Whipple et al. 1955).
Thus, the Pgf -/- model permitted assessment of the physiological role of PGF in vascular
and neural development. However, in the context of human PE, PGF is decreased rather
than absent. It is unclear if lower maternal and fetal circulating concentrations of PGF in
the context of normal local brain expression of PGF would lead to altered vascularization
and neural development. Model development and evaluation is limited by the poor
understanding of the human pathophysiology. Cerebrovascular and neural changes in PEF1s have not been fully defined despite a recent pilot study examination (Rätsep et al.
2016b). More importantly, although mechanisms that explain the impact of PE on fetal
development have been proposed, there is little evidence in the human context.
6.5 Postnatal Placental Growth Factor Treatment to Ameliorate Effect of
Preeclampsia Exposure
Awareness is increasing that a PE experience during gestation negatively impacts
neural development and cognition. However, few interventions are available to reduce
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the negative impact on these individuals’ lives. This issue is of particular importance as
developmental experience of PE has a life-long impact. Ideally, intervention could be
administered during the developmentally appropriate in utero period to directly attenuate
the impact of PE. However, the treatment would have to cross the placenta into the fetal
compartment after maternal administration or be administered directly to the amniotic
fluid. It may be more practical to administer a treatment after birth. While PE-exposure
has ceased at this point, correction of PE-induced deficits may still be possible. The brain
exhibits remarkable plasticity, particularly as it continues to develop during infancy and
childhood. A short course of treatment with an angiogenic and neurotrophic factor may
correct vascular and neural defects, thus overcoming cognitive alterations. Recombinant
PGF, an angiogenic and neurotrophic factor, was investigated as a potential treatment
since it is known to be low during PE and absence of PGF in mice leads to vascular,
neuroanatomical and behavioural alterations that model the offspring effects of PE. PGF
also has less potency then VEGF, suggesting it may have milder adverse effects.
Two questions were asked with this replacement study in Pgf -/- mice. First, would
early postnatal PGF treatment alter the adult phenotype? Second, would these alterations
correct the anatomic and behavioural deficits seen in Pgf -/- mice relative to Pgf +/+ mice?
Mice were treated as pups from P1 to P10. As mice are weaned at P21 and become
sexually mature at four weeks, this represents a significant portion of the developmental
period. The cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour were examined in adult
animals to determine if early postnatal treatment had a permanent effect. Finally, three
doses were used to determine if a linear dose-response relationship existed.
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Examination of the cerebrovasculature by µCT imaging in adult treated animals
revealed no difference in the number or diameter of vessels segments. Likewise, there
was no difference in the adult retinal vasculature after early postnatal PGF treatment,
even though the retina vascularizes during the P1-10 treatment period. The doses used
may have been too low to affect the cerebrovasculature. In the vascularizing retina
especially, physiological angiogenic cues may have obscured any angiogenic activity of
the injected PGF. Alternatively, alterations to the vasculature during the postnatal period
may not have persisted into adulthood when the vessels were assessed.
MRI volumetric assessment of PGF treated mice had surprising results. Brain
structure volume was altered at 5-6 months by early postnatal treatment. However, there
was not a linear dose-response relationship. Instead, the 10 pg/g and 700 pg/g doses
appeared to have little effect on brain structure volumes while the 70 pg/g dose, a level
seen at mid-gestation in the plasma of pregnant mice, had the most effect. Further, PGF
treatment reversed some but not all of the deficits seen in Pgf -/- mice. The 70 pg/g dose
group exhibited larger volume of the occipital lobe cortex, inferior colliculus and medulla
which may indicate correction of the smaller volumes of these structures seen in Pgf -/mice. However, many other structures that had smaller volume in Pgf -/- mice compared
to wild-type controls were not larger in the treated mice. Finally, postnatal PGF treatment
did impact behaviour in adult mice but did not correct Pgf -/- mouse behavioural
alterations. Interestingly, 700 pg/g PGF treatment decreased depressive-like behaviour in
female mice even though less depressive-like behaviour was already apparent in Pgf -/mice compared to Pgf +/+ mice. Finally, 10 pg/g PGF treatment appeared to negatively
affect adult behaviour, as anxiety-like behaviour increased. Overall, early postnatal PGF
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treatment did alter the adult phenotype but did not fully reverse deficits in Pgf -/- mice.
Use of a different angiogenic/neurotrophic factor may be more effective at correcting the
observed deficits. Alternatively, PGF treatment may be more effective in the context of
other perinatal complications. For example, asphyxiation and perinatal stroke are more
similar to ischemic diseases like myocardial infarction and stroke, both of which have
benefited from PGF treatment in animal models (Kolakowski et al. 2006; Hattori et al.
2011; Liu et al. 2006; Lutton et al. 2002b; Roncal et al. 2008). PGF may be more capable
of improving vascularization in the context of an ischemic response, as this is more
similar to its physiological role in wound healing and collaterogenesis.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Future Directions
In conclusion, this thesis has provided new insights into the possible role for PGF
in mouse CNS vascularization, appropriate neuroanatomy and behaviour. These findings
may have relevance to the altered cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and cognition
identified in PE-F1s. Further, early postnatal treatment with PGF altered mouse
neuroanatomy and behaviour but not cerebrovasculature into adulthood, suggesting it
may be possible to minimize the impact of PE-gestation on individuals by treating
neonates. However, much work remains to be done.
First, the impact of PE-gestation on the developing human brain needs to be
clearly defined. In particular, local expression patterns of PGF and other angiogenic
factors including VEGF should be determined in fetuses affected by PE. Multiple
approaches could be ethically used. Specimens could be collected from spontaneous fetal
deaths with or without maternal PE. Tissue could also be collected from elective
terminations that are stratified by Doppler uterine pulsatility index and plasma PGF
concentrations into high-risk and low-risk groups for future PE experience. Angiogenic
factor expression could also be evaluated in circulating endothelial progenitor cells
collected from neonates after PE experience. In order to maximize the use of valuable
specimens, markers of hypoxia, microglia recruitment and corticosteroid signaling should
also be investigated.
Second, the mechanism by which PGF deficiency alters cerebrovascular
development, neuroanatomy and behaviour needs to be clarified. Microglia recruitment,
presence or absence of brain hypoxia, brain VEGF expression and neuron function could
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be further investigated in Pgf -/- mice. One important finding in this thesis is the
connection between PGF and vascular organization. Further investigation of the
importance of PGF in vessel patterning could be investigated by examining the
PGF/NRP1 signaling pathway. Tissue specific conditional knockout of PGF could also
further elucidate which sources of PGF are important for vascular and neural
development. In particular, a placenta-specific knockout of PGF may clarify if circulating
or local PGF is more important for cerebrovascular development.
Finally, early postnatal recombinant PGF as a treatment modality to ameliorate
the impact of a negative pregnancy experience requires further investigation. The local
brain concentration of PGF after distant i.p. administration should be determined to allow
dose-optimization and confirm that circulating PGF crosses the blood brain barrier.
Higher doses of PGF should be investigated as they may have a stronger effect on mouse
cerebrovasculature, neuroanatomy and behaviour. Toxicity of the PGF treatment also
needs to be established. In particular, tissues other than the brain need to be examined for
any adverse impact of PGF treatment on normal morphology. Additionally, PGF
treatment altered the adult phenotype in the absence of endogenous PGF expression. The
efficacy of postnatal PGF treatment should be investigated in other animal models of PE
to determine if it can alter the adult offspring phenotype when PGF is also locally
expressed. Further, as PE is a complex syndrome consisting of more than just low PGF
expression, replicating the experiment in a PE model with different underlying
pathophysiology would provide evidence on whether PGF treatment can be efficacious in
the more complex human context.
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Appendix A
Retinal Vascular Plexus Imaging Strategy

Example of P8 retinal vascular plexus photomicrographs: Each retina was imaged at
25X, 50X, 100X, 200X and 400X. At lower magnifications, each section of the retina
was fully imaged. AT 100X, the photomicrograph centred on the artery in each quadrant
of the retina. At higher magnifications, photomicrographs were obtained along the
vascular front and did not overlap. Every retina was imaged using the same strategy.
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Appendix B
Thickness of Component Retinal Layers

Thickness of retina component layers in P5 Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ pups: There was no
difference in the thickness of the nerve fibre layer (A), ganglion cell layer (B), inner
plexiform layer (C) or neuroblastic layer (D) between Pgf +/+and Pgf -/- P5 pups. Graphs
show median with minimum and maximum.
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Appendix C
Comparison of Male and Female Adult Pgf +/+ Retinal Vasculature

Differences between Pgf +/+ male and female retinal vasculature. Adult Pgf +/+ male
and non-pregnant female retinal vasculatures were compared. Arterial branch spacing (A)
was greater in females although arterial diameter (B) and distance from the optic nerve to
the plexus (C) were similar. Both vessel density (D) and junction density (E) were greater
in the female retinal plexus while lacunarity (F) was less. Tortuosity (G) was similar
between males and females. Total vessel length (H) was greater in females although
average vessel length (I) was similar. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Bar graphs show mean with
95% confidence interval while box-whisker plots show median and interquartile range.
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Appendix D
Comparison of Male and Female P5 Pgf +/+ Retinal Vasculature

No difference in male and female Pgf +/+ retinal vasculature at P5. Pgf +/+ male and
female retinal vasculatures were compared at P5. No difference was found in radial
extension (A), number of sprouts (B), number of filopodia (C), arterial branch spacing
(D), arterial diameter (E) or distance from the optic nerve to the capillary plexus (F).
Vessel density (G), junction density (H), lacunarity (I), distance from the artery to the
plexus (J), total vessel length (K) and average vessel length (L) were also all similar
between male and female pups. Bar graphs show mean with 95% confidence interval.
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Appendix E
Number of Visits to Novel Object during NOR Test

No difference in number of visists to novel object during the NOR test. Neigher the
Pgf +/+ or Pgf -/- mice made significantly more visits to the novel object compared to the
familiar object during the NOR test (A). There was no significant difference in preference
for the novel object measured as percentage of visits to the novel object between the Pgf
+/+
and Pgf -/- mice (B). A visit was counted when the mouse entered a 4 cm zone around
the object. Number of visits was analyzed using repeated measures two-way ANOVA.
Percentage of visits was compared using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney test. Circles
represent the Pgf +/+ mice while squares represent the Pgf -/- mice. Individual values for
each mouse (A) or mean with SD (B) are shown.
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Appendix F
Summary of Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+ Comparisons
Comparison of Pgf -/- to Pgf +/+ mice revealed statistically significant
differences during development and in adulthood.
Time Point

Differences in Pgf -/- compared to Pgf +/+ mice

E18.5 forebrain
P5 retina

-

P7 circle of Willis

- Greater disparity between ACA diameters

E10.5 hindbrain
E11.5 hindbrain
E14.5 circle of Willis

Narrower diameter of pial vessels and sprouts
Greater number of junctions in pial plexus
Pial and radial sprout alterations normalized
Narrower hindbrain width
Greater disparity between ACA diameters
Fewer branches of AComA
Reduced complexity
No differences between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+
Shorter average vessel length

Adult non-pregnant female retina

-

GD11.5 gravid female retina

- No differences between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+

GD18.5 gravid female retina

-

No differences between Pgf -/- and Pgf +/+

Adult circle of Willis

-

Fewer branches of AComA
Greater number of 40-100 µm diameter vessels
Smaller volume of 10 structures and total brain
Impaired spatial memory
Less depressive-like behaviour
Less exploration of objects despite improved
recognition of a novel object

P8 retina
P15 retina

Adult male retina

Adult brain

Greater number of arteriovenous crossovers
Less vessel density
Fewer sprouts at the vascular front
Greater number of arteriovenous crossovers
Greater arterial branch spacing
Greater number of arteriovenous crossovers
Greater number of veins with premature branching
Greater arterial branch spacing
Smaller artery diameter
Greater vessel density
Less lacunarity
Greater arterial tortuosity
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Appendix G
Adapting the Postnatal Murine Retinal Explant Culture Assay to
Investigate Human Decidual Leukocyte Regulation of Angiogenesis
Vanessa R. Kay and B. Anne Croy
Introduction:
The human pregnancy syndrome of preeclampsia (PE) has been described
historically as a consequence of impairments in placentation (Brosens et al. 2011;
Roberts & Escudero, 2012). Insufficient trophoblast invasion and inadequate spiral artery
remodelling result in persistence of high resistance vessels and have been linked to
decreased and intermittent placental perfusion (Burton et al. 2009; Guzin et al. 2005;
James et al. 2010). Hypoxia, ischemia/reperfusion injury and oxidative stress in the
placenta are thought to drive the release of anti-angiogenic and inflammatory factors that
create the maternal PE syndrome (Hung et al. 2001; Shah et al. 2015; Verma et al. 2018).
During early pregnancy, decidual angiogenesis is also essential for placentation.
However, the regulation of decidual angiogenesis is poorly understood. Uterine Natural
Killer (uNK) cells, (called decidual Natural Killer (dNK) in humans), have roles in
driving early decidual angiogenesis (Hanna et al. 2006; Lash et al. 2006) and promote
spiral artery remodelling during placental development (Ashkar et al. 2000, Croy et al.
2011, Hazan et al. 2010; Robson et al. 2012). These cells have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of PE (Lyall et al. 2013; Robson et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2009).
In humans and in mice, uNK cells express angiogenic factors including vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A, placental growth factor (PGF), VEGF-C,
transforming growth factor (TGF)-β1, matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) and interferon
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(IFN)-γ (Chen et al. 2012; Hanna et a. 2006; Lash et al. 2010; Li et al. 2001; Naruse et
al. 2009; Tayade et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2003). Expression of
angiopoietin (ANG)-1, ANG-2, and granulysin has also been shown in human dNK
(Hanna et al. 2006; Lash et al. 2010; Li et al. 2001). In addition to these molecules,
Delta-like ligand (Dll)1 is expressed in mouse uNK (Degaki et al. 2012). The
participation of uNK cells in decidual angiogenesis was clearly demonstrated in mouse
pregnancies. In Rag2 -/-γc -/- mice, T cells, B cells and NK cells are absent. These mice
have impaired angiogenesis leading to delays in uterine lumen closure (Hofmann et al.
2014). Large, actively angiogenic vessels are maintained in these mice, rather than being
pruned into narrower, more mature structures (Hofmann et al. 2014). The decidual
angiogenic deficiency is rescued by bone marrow transplantation from syngeneic
immune-competent mice (providing T, B and NK cells), as well as by transplantation
with Rag2 -/- bone marrow (which provides NK cells only) (Hofmann et al. 2014),
indicating the central importance of NK lineage cells to normalization of the vascular
phenotype. A second mouse model with improperly activated NK cells due to the absence
of natural cytotoxicity receptor (NCR)1 also demonstrates impaired decidual
angiogenesis (Felker et al. 2013). A third model of depleted NK cells using an antiNKG2D antibody demonstrated decidual vascular defects in the central decidua and in
formation of the vascular folding sinuses (Kim et al. 2013). In human decidual
histopathology, dNK cell numbers correlate with decidual microvessel density and
decidual expression of VEGF-A (Li et al. 2008; Quenby et al. 2009).
Human dNK cell functions are typically addressed by in vitro studies. dNK cells
have angiogenic effects on HUVEC migration and organization (Hanna et al. 2006,
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Zhang et al. 2013). In vivo, xenografting studies to immune deficient mice have also been
used to assess human dNK cell functions. First trimester dNK cells promoted coinoculated human trophoblast tumour graft vascularization in nude mice (Hanna et al.
2006). While such approaches have clearly identified dNK cell roles in the regulation of
early decidual angiogenesis in humans, the underlying mechanisms by which dNK cells
regulate angiogenic processes remain unknown. A well-defined angiogenesis assay that
allows examination and accurate quantification of the functions of isolated dNK cells
would represent a major advance.
Study of early postnatal mouse retinal angiogenesis has been highly successful in
defining angiogenic processes. The murine retina is vascularized postnatally. After birth,
vessels sprout outwards from the optic disc to form an expanding plexus and differentiate
into capillaries, arterioles and venules. This plexus reaches the edge of the retina at
postnatal day (P)7-8 and subsequently sprouts downward to form a secondary, deep
plexus (Napp et al. 2012). The two-dimensional nature of the plexus and the presence of
a clear vascular front allow accurate quantification of angiogenesis. The absence of
branching into the retina until after P7 could permit assessment of dNK function as it
relates to promoting orthogonal vessel branching. Typically, the retinal vasculature is
assessed using fixed tissues from pups that differ in treatment group or genotype.
However, Sawamiphak et al. (2010) demonstrated angiogenic responses in a postnatal
murine retina explant assay. Tissue, cells or growth factors can be added to the culture for
examination of angiogenic function. Therefore, adaption of the neonatal murine retinal
explant culture assay for the study of dNK cell function was attempted.
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Methods:
Animal Use:
All animal use was approved by the Queen’s University Animal Care Committee
and followed Canadian national guidelines for ethical and humane work with animals.
C57BL/6 (B6) were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (St. Constant, QU,
Canada). Syngeneic placental growth factor knockout (Pgf -/-) mice were bred from
foundation pairs provided by Dr. P. Carmeliet (VIB vzw B-9052 Zwijnaarde, Belgium).
Syngeneic Natural Cytotoxicity Receptor deficient UkCa:B6.Ncr1Gfp/Gfp (Ncr1 -/-) mice
were bred from heterozygous pairs obtained from Dr. O. Mandelboim (Hebrew
University e Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel, through the laboratory of Dr. F.
Colucci (University of Cambridge, Cambridge UK). All mice were maintained at
Queen’s University under standard conditions. Retinal explant cultures used eyes
dissected from P5 B6 pups. Each pup contributed two retinas that were studied under
different conditions. The number of groups per experiment was based on litter size.
Retinas damaged by dissection were discarded. B6 uterine tissue, either non-pregnant, at
gestational day (GD)6.5 or at GD10.5 was obtained for co-culture. Mice were euthanized
by decapitation at P5 or by cervical dislocation as adults.
Isolation of Human Decidual Leukocytes:
Studies using human tissue were approved by the Human Research Ethics Board
at Queen’s University and Kingston General Hospital. Human decidual tissue was
collected from elective terminations performed at the Kingston General Hospital
Women’s Clinic (n = 10 terminations). Tissue was not collected from women
experiencing infection, autoimmune disease, hypertension, use of anti-hypertensive
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medication or incomplete miscarriage. Approximately 10 mL of tissue was collected and
washed in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), minced and washed in RPMI media to
remove blood then washed in RPMI with 1mM dithiothreitol (DTT, DTT001, Bioshop)
to remove mucus. Tissue was incubated in HBSS with 25 mM HEPES, 1mM DTT and
1mM EDTA (EDT001, Bioshop) to dissociate cells and then strained through a 70 µM
filter. Cells were washed and leukocytes isolated using Ficoll. Isolated leukocytes were
counted and then aliquots were either added to retinal explant cultures or stained to
identify the proportion of CD56+ decidual NK cells present.
For staining, isolated decidual leukocytes remaining after cell allocation to culture
groups (n = 7 terminations) were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA; PAR070,
Bioshop, Burlington, ON), washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; PBS404, Bioshop)
and blocked in PBS with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA; ALB001.500, Bioshop). Cells
were incubated in PBS with 1% BSA with Fc blocker, APC-conjugated anti-CD56
(IOTest, Immunotech, PNM27474) and PE-conjugated anti-CD45 (304008, Biolegend).
Stained cells were washed, smeared on a slide, coverslipped with DAPI /Prolong-Gold
(P36931, ThermoFischer Scientific) and imaged using a Zeiss M1 Imager microscope
(Zeiss, Toronto, ON). Four photomicrographs were taken at 400X for each slide. Total
number and CD56+ cells were counted using ImageJ to determine percentage of dNK
cells present.
Retinal Explant Culture Assay:
Retinal explant cultures were completed according to the published protocol of
Sawamiphak et al. (2010). Briefly, eyes were collected from euthanized P5 B6 pups and
retinas were isolated. Each retina was flattened on cell inserts for culture in Dulbecco’s
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Modified Eagle Media (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
1% penicillin/streptomycin (041216, Sigma-Aldrich) during the 4hr recovery phase.
Subsequently, medium was exchanged for DMEM with 3% FBS and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin during the 4 hour testing phase. Murine uterine tissue, human
decidual leukocytes or recombinant growth factors were added to the test medium (Table
1). Retinal explants were cultured with fresh unsupplemented medium as controls.
Retinal explants were also cultured in 1.04 mg/mL rat collagen type 1 gels (3440-100-01,
Cultrex, R & D Systems) as a positive control.
Table 1: Culture conditions and numbers of the retinal explant culture assay
Conditioning Factors

Number of retinas

Number of mice / terminations* /
replicates

10
12
23
14
11

3 mice
4 mice
4 mice
3 mice
2 mice

10
10
6
6
21

4 terminations
4 terminations
3 terminations
3 terminations
8 terminations

16
9

4 replicate culture wells
3 replicate culture wells

9

3 replicate culture wells

Murine Uterine Tissue
B6 non-pregnant
B6 GD6.5
B6 GD10.5
Pgf -/- GD10.5
Ncr1 -/- GD10.5
Human isolated decidual leukocytes
10 000 cells
30 000 cells
100 000 cells
300 000 cells
conditioned medium
Recombinant growth factors

2 µg/mL murine VEGF**
2 µg/mL human
VEGF***
2 µg/mL human PGF****

* total isolated decidual leukocytes from one termination were divided for culture with retinal explants
and contribute to more than one condition
** recombinant murine VEGF165 (AF-450-32, Peprotech, New Jersey, USA)
*** recombinant human VEGF165 (100-20, Peprotech)
**** recombinant human PGF-2 (100-56, Peprotech)
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Retinal Explant Culture Assay Dose Response to VEGF
Preliminary results suggested the retinal explant culture assay was not sensitive to
exogenous stimulation. As vessel morphology appeared healthier after culture in collagen
gels, the response to VEGF was compared with or without 1.04 mg/mL collagen gel
culture. Briefly, retinas were dissected and placed on inserts for 4hr culture in DMEM
with 3% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (n = 4 litters, 2-8 retinas per condition).
VEGF was added in the culture media or within the collagen gel. Doses included 5
ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL and 1 µg/mL recombinant human vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF, R & D Systems). Collagen or medium alone were used as controls.
Before fixation, 350/488 Live or Dye viability stain diluted 1:1000 in PBS (32002A
Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA) was added to the cultures to examine retinal viability.
Time Course of Retinal Explant Culture Assay
To determine if retinal vascular angiogenic responses were enhanced by a longer
culture time, 8hr and 24hr retinal explant cultures were completed. Retinal explants were
cultured in DMEM with 3% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (n = 1 litter, 4 retinas
per condition) or in collagen gel (n = 1 litter, 3 retinas per condition). 100 ng/mL VEGF
as compared to media or collagen alone was used to assess the retinal response to
exogenous angiogenic stimuli. Live or Dye viability stain was used to assess viability.
Whole-mount Immunofluorescence:
Cultured retinal explants were fixed in 4% PFA overnight. Fixed retinal explants
were blocked in phosphate-buffered saline with 0.2% BSA and 0.5% Triton-X
(TRX506.500, Bioshop). After washing in PBS with 1% Triton-X, retinal explants were
incubated overnight with fluorescent-conjugated antibodies and lectin. Retinal vessels
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were identified with Griffonea simplectia Isolectin B4 conjugated to TRITC or Alexa
Fluor 588 (IB4, SigmaAldrich, Life Technologies). Retinal microglia were identified
with Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated anti-CD68 (137011, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA).
Vascular smooth muscle was identified on retinal arteries with Alexa Fluor 488
conjugated anti-actin (53-6496-82, eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA). Retinal explants
were washed in PBS and imaged at 25X, 50X, 100X, 200X and 400X using a Zeiss M1
Imager microscope with Axiovision.
Retinal Vasculature Analysis:
ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) was used for analysis.
Retinal explants were imaged at 25X, 100X, 200X and 400X. At 25X, radial extension,
the distance from the optic disc to the vascular front, was measured. At 100X, arterial
branch spacing, vessel junction density and the density of microglia was measured. At
200X, arterial diameter, venous diameter and the number of tip cells per 100 µm vascular
front were quantified. At 400X, the number of filopodia per 100 µm vascular front were
counted. Angiotool, a freely available image analysis software (Zudaire et al. 2011) was
also used to assess vessel percentage of explant area, total vessel length, and average
vessel length at 100X.
Statistics:
Statistical analysis was completed using R (version 1.1.423) and Graphpad Prism
(version 6.07). Linear mixed effects models were used to account for the random effect of
litter and determine if culture treatment altered vessel parameters. Post-hoc Tukey’s tests
were used to determine which culture conditions were significantly affected. Time-course
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studies using only one litter per experiment were assessed using two-way ANOVA with
post-hoc Tukey’s or Sidak’s tests.
Results
Murine Uterine Tissue in the Retinal Explant Culture Assay
The vascular plexus and vascular front were examined in retinal explant cultures
treated with murine uterine tissue (Figure 1A). Radial extension did not differ between
any conditions, suggesting all retinal explants were initially at a similar developmental
point (Figure 1B). However, arterial branch spacing was less in collagen-cultured retinal
explants compared to control and B6 GD10.5 cultures (Figure 1C). Similarly, in the
plexus, vessel junction density was greater after culture in collagen compared to control
and compared to culture with B6 GD6.5, B6 GD10.5 and Pgf -/- GD10.5 uterine tissue
(Figure 1D). Increased vessel junction density and decreased arterial branch spacing may
be due to preservation of the vascular plexus by collagen rather than to angiogenesis.
Culture with B6 NP, B6 GD6.5, B6 GD10.5, Pgf -/- GD10.5 or Ncr1 -/- GD10.5 uterine
tissue did not result in significantly different vessel junction density or arterial branch
spacing when compared to control. There were significantly fewer microglia in the retinal
explants cultured with B6 NP uterine tissue (data not shown, p = 0.0085). There was no
difference in arterial diameter between any group and control (data not shown). At the
vascular front, the number of sprouts was significantly increased by B6 NP co-culture
compared to control and to B6 GD10.5 co-culture (Figure 1E). When number of filopodia
were examined, only the B6 GD10.5 condition differed significantly from the collagen
condition and no groups differed from the control (data not shown, p = 0.0455).
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Figure 1: Retinal explant cultures with murine uterine tissue or collagen. Retinal
explants were cultured with murine uterine tissue or collagen for assessment of vessels
(white) in the vascular plexus and vascular front (A). There was no difference in radial
extension between any groups (B). Arterial branch spacing was significantly lower in
collagen-cultured retinal explants compared to control and higher in B6 GD10.5 treated
compared to collagen-cultured retinal explants (C). Culture with murine uterine tissue did
not affect vessel junction density in the retinal vascular plexus compared to control
although culture in collagen gel resulted in greater vessel junction density relative to
control, B6 GD6.5, B6 GD10.5 and Pgf -/- GD10.5 conditions (D). At the vascular front,
culture with B6 NP uterine tissue increased the number of sprouts compared to control.
The number of sprouts in B6 NP treated retinal explants was also significantly higher
than in B6 GD10.5 treated retinal explants (E). Graphs show individual retinal explant
values and group means with standard deviation. * corresponds to p < 0.05 compared to
control, *** corresponds to p <0.001 compared to control, % corresponds to p < 0.05
compared to NP B6, && corresponds to p < 0.01 compared to collagen, &&&
corresponds to p < 0.001 compared to collagen.
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Isolated Human Decidual Leukocytes in the Retinal Explant Culture Assay
Decidual leukocytes were isolated from 10 elective terminations (average
gestation age 9 weeks 6 days). Immunocytochemistry of the isolated decidual leukocytes
showed that 80.1% ± 5.7% were CD56+ dNK. Retina explants were cultured with 10 000
to 300 000 human decidual leukocytes (Figure 2A). There was no significant difference
in radial extension, arterial branch spacing, junction density (Figure 2B-D) or arterial
diameter (data not shown). The number of microglia was significantly lower in the 10
000 cells group compared to the 30 000 cells group (data not shown, p = 0.0083) but no
groups differed significantly from control. At the vascular front, the number of sprouts
was less in the 30 000 cell group compared to control (Figure 2E) but no other groups
were significantly different. There was also no significant difference in the number of
filopodia at the vascular front between any groups (data not shown).
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Figure 2: Retinal explant cultures with isolated human decidual leukocytes. Retinal
vessels (white) in the plexus and at the vascular front were similar to control after culture
with isolated human decidual leukocytes (A). There was no significant difference in
radial extension (B), arterial branch spacing (C), or vessel junction density (D). The
number of sprouts was significantly lower in the 30 000 cells groups compared to control
(E). Graphs show individual retinal explant values and group means with standard
deviation. * corresponds to p < 0.05
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Human Decidual Leukocyte Conditioned Medium in the Retinal Explant Culture
Assay:
Culture with media conditioned by human decidual leukocytes (n = 7
terminations, unpooled) altered the retinal plexus and vascular front (Figure 3A). There
was no significant difference in radial extension (Figure 3B) or arterial branch spacing
(Figure 3C). However, vessel junction density (Figure 3D) and the number of sprouts at
the vascular front (Figure 3E) were decreased compared to control. There was no
significant difference in arterial diameter, number of microglia, or number of filopodia.
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Figure 3: Retinal explant culture with human decidual leukocyte conditioned media.
The vascular plexus and vascular front (TRITC-conjugated IB4 staining, white) were
examined after culture with conditioned media from human decidual leukocytes (A).
There was no significant difference in radial extension (B) or arterial branch spacing (C).
Vessel junction density (D) was less and there were fewer sprouts (C) at the vascular
front after culture with human decidual leukocyte conditioned media. Graphs show
individual retinal explant values with group mean and standard deviation. * corresponds
to p < 0.05, ** corresponds to p < 0.01.
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Recombinant Growth Factors in the Retinal Explant Culture Assay
After culture with 2 µg/mL recombinant murine VEGF, human VEGF or human
PGF, there was no difference in the vascular plexus or at the vascular front (Figure 4A).
There was no significant difference in radial extension (Figure 4B), arterial branch
spacing (Figure 4C) or vessel junction density (Figure 4D). Treatment with murine
VEGF resulted in a greater number of sprouts relative to human VEGF and human PGF
(Figure 4E) but was not significantly different from control. There was no difference in
the number of microglia, arterial diameter or the number of filopodia (data not shown).
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Figure 4: Retinal explant culture with murine VEGF, human VEGF and human PGF.
There was no apparent difference in the vascular plexus or at the vascular front (vessels
in white) in retinal explants cultured with murine VEGF (mVEGF), human VEGF
(hVEGF), or human PGF (hPGF) (A). There was no difference in radial extension (B),
arterial branch spacing (C) or vessel junction density (D). The number of sprouts was not
different between any treated group and control although the mVEGF group was
significantly different from hVEGF and hPGF (E). Graphs show individual retinal
explant values with group mean and SD. % corresponds to p < 0.05 compared to hPGF,
&& corresponds to p <0.01 compared to hVEGF.
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Dose Response of Retinal Explant Culture Vasculature to VEGF
Retinal explants cultures were treated with VEGF either in collagen gels or in
media (Figure 5A, B). There was no significant difference in radial extension (Figure
5C), arterial branch spacing (Figure 5D) or vessel junction density (Figure 5E) between
any of the groups. Venous diameter was greater in control collagen-cultured retinal
explants compared to control media-cultured retinal explants (Figure 5F). However,
venous diameter did not differ with VEGF treatment. Likewise, the number of sprouts at
the vascular front (Figure 5G) and the vessel percentage of area (Figure 5H) were not
significantly different between collagen and media cultures or with VEGF treatment. The
number of CD68+ microglia was greater in collagen-cultured 50 ng/mL-treated retinal
explants compared to media-cultured control, 5 ng/mL-, 50 ng/mL-, and 100 ng/mLtreated retinal explants (data not shown, p = 0.0102, p = 0.0369, p = 0.0281 and p =
0.0240, respectively). Arterial diameter, the number of filopodia at the vascular front, and
total vessel length did not differ between groups (data not shown). Angiotool-measured
average vessel length was significantly higher in collagen-cultured 100 ng/mL-treated
retinal explants compared to collagen-cultured 5 ng/mL-treated retinal explants (data not
shown, p = 0.0484). Overall, there was no clear dose-response to VEGF in either collagen
or media culture conditions. Furthermore, culture in collagen as compared to media had
only minor effects on the retinal vascular plexus. Finally, dead cells identified by
LIVE/DYE staining were sparse in all 4hr cultured retinal explants regardless of
media/collagen or VEGF treatment.
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Figure 5: Retinal explants cultured in collagen gels with 100 ng/mL or 1 µg/mL
VEGF. Collagen-cultured (A) and media-cultured (B) retinal explants were stained for
vessels (red), CD68+ microglia (green) and dead cells (blue) after treatment with human
VEGF (hVEGF). Remnants of collagen also fluoresced blue (A, image of 5 ng/mL
VEGF-treated vascular plexus). Radial extension (C), arterial branch spacing (D) and
vessel junction density (E) did not differ between groups. Venous diameter was greater in
collagen-cultured controls compared to media-cultured control (F). The number of
sprouts (G) and vessel percentage (H) of the explant area were not different between
groups. Graphs show individual retinal explant values with group mean and standard
deviation. * corresponds to p <0.05.
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Time Course of Retinal Explant Culture Vasculature
The retinal vasculature was assessed after 8hr and 24hr culture in collagen gel
(Figure 6A). In collagen-cultured retinal explants, there was no significant difference
between 100 ng/mL VEGF treated retinal explant and control retinal explants after 8hr or
24hr culture. Radial extension (Figure 6B), arterial branch spacing (Figure 6C), vessel
junction density (Figure 6D), arterial diameter (data not shown), venous diameter (Figure
6E), number of sprouts (Figure 6F), number of filopodia (data not shown), vessel
percentage of area (Figure 6G), total vessel length (data not shown) and average vessel
length (data not shown) did not differ after VEGF treatment. 24hr culture was detrimental
to retinal viability as determined by LIVE/DYE staining. Qualitatively, vessel regression
was apparent after 24hr culture. In fact, arterial branch spacing was not measurable at
24hr culture due to vessel regression. Junction density, arterial diameter, venous
diameter, vessel percentage of area and total vessel length were non-significantly less in
24hr cultured retinal explants compared to 8hr cultured retinal explants. The number of
sprouts was significantly lower in 24hr cultured 100 ng/mL VEGF-treated retinal
explants compared to 8hr cultured 100 ng/mL VEGF-treated retinal explants (Figure 6F).
The number of filopodia and average vessel length were also significantly lower in 24hr
cultured control retinal explants compared to 8hr cultured control retinal explants (data
not shown, p = 0.0140, p = 0.0305, respectively).
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Figure 6: Time course study of retinal explant culture vasculature in collagen. The
retinal vascular plexus and vascular front angiogenic response to 100 ng/mL VEGF was
assessed in retinal explants cultured in collagen after 8 or 24hr culture (A). Vessel were
stained with IB4 (red) and dead cells were identified with LIVE/DYE viability stain
(blue). There was no difference between VEGF-treated and control retinal explants after
8hr or 24hr culture with respect to radial extension (B), arterial branch spacing (C), vessel
junction density (D), venous diameter (E), number of sprouts (F) or vessel percentage of
area (G). The number of sprouts was decreased in 100 ng/mL VEGF treated retinal
explants after 24hr culture compared to 100 ng/mL VEGF treated retinal explants after
8hr culture. Graphs show individual retinal explant values with group mean and SD. *
corresponds to p < 0.05.
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The retinal vasculature was also assessed after 8hr and 24hr culture in media
(Figure 7A). In media-cultured retinal explants, treatment with 100 ng/mL VEGF did not
alter vascular parameters compared to control after either 8hr or 24hr culture. Radial
extension (Figure 7B) arterial branch spacing (Figure 7C), vessel junction density (Figure
7D), arterial diameter (data not shown), venous diameter (Figure 7E), number of sprouts
(Figure 7F), number of filopodia (data not shown), vessel percentage of area (Figure 7G),
total vessel length (data not shown) or average vessel length (data not shown) did not
differ with VEGF treatment. Again, qualitatively-assessed cell death and vessel
regression were greater after 24hr compared to 8hr culture. Arterial branch spacing,
arterial diameter and venous diameter were not quantifiable in 24hr cultured retinal
explants due to vessel regression. Junction vessel density was less in both VEGF-treated
and control retinal explants after 24hr culture compared to VEGF-treated and control
retinal explants after 8hr culture (Figure 7D, p <0.0001). Similarly, the number of sprouts
was less in 24hr cultured retinal explants compared to 8hr cultured retinal explants
(Figure 7F, p = 0.0037 for control retinal explants and p = 0.0027 for VEGF-treated
retinal explants). The number of filopodia was also less after 24hr culture (data not
shown, p = 0.0160 for control retinal explants and p = 0.0004 for VEGF-treated retinal
explants). Total vessel length (data not shown, p < 0.0001 for control and VEGF-treated
retinal explants) and average vessel length (data not shown, p = 0.0017 for control retinal
explants and p = 0.0096 for VEGF-treated retinal explants) was also less after 24hr
culture compared to 8hr culture. Overall, longer culture time did not improve response to
angiogenic stimulation and was limited by retinal death and vascular regression before
24hr.
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Figure 7: Time course study of retinal explant culture vasculature in media. The retinal
vascular plexus and vascular front angiogenic response to 100 ng/mL VEGF was
assessed in retinal explants cultured in media after 8 or 24hr culture (A). Vessel were
stained with IB4 (red) and dead cells were identified with LIVE/DYE viability stain
(blue). There was no difference between 100 ng/mL VEGF treated retinal explants and
control retinal explants after 8hr or 24hr culture with respect to radial extension (B),
arterial branch spacing (C), vessel junction density (D), venous diameter (E), number of
sprouts (F) or vessel percentage of area (G). Vessel junction density, number of sprouts
and vessel percentage of area were less in both control and VEGF-treated retinal explants
after 24hr culture compared to 8hr culture. Graphs shown individual retinal explant
values with group mean and SD. ** corresponds to p < 0.01, **** corresponds to p <
0.0001.
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Discussion:
The murine postnatal retinal explant culture seemed like an ideal assay to
investigate decidual leukocyte regulation of angiogenesis. Physiological development of
the retinal vasculature results in a two-dimensional plexus with a clear vascular front at
P5. This plexus is easily imaged, quantifiable and is reported to be responsive to
angiogenic stimuli. Furthermore, a published protocol reporting angiogenic responses of
the retinal vasculature in culture was available (Sawamiphak et al. 2010). However,
initial experiments using murine uterine tissue and isolated human decidual leukocytes
did not produce clear evidence of an angiogenic response. Even culture with 2 µg/mL
recombinant VEGF (mouse or human) or human PGF did not promote a quantifiable
angiogenic response. Further experimentation with a range of doses of human
recombinant VEGF in collagen gel or in unsupplemented medium did not show a dosedependent response. Indeed, there was no significant angiogenic response to VEGF at all.
Since the time of exposure to VEGF was short, longer culture times were attempted in
both collagen gel and medium. After 8hr culture, there was no apparent response to
VEGF stimulation. After 24hr culture, the vessels still did not respond to VEGF and had
clearly regressed.
There are many reasons why the retinal vasculature did not respond to exogenous
angiogenic stimuli. The murine retina is undergoing physiological, developmental
angiogenesis at P5. Endogenous VEGF is produced by astrocytes creating a gradient that
drives vascularization (Gerhardt et al. 2003). Addition of exogenous VEGF may not be
effective if the system is already saturated. Furthermore, the physiological gradient
promotes tip cell and sprout formation at the vascular front – directing angiogenesis to
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the edge of the retina. Adding recombinant VEGF to the culture system may destroy this
gradient, instead affecting vessels throughout the retina. As sprouts can easily be
quantified at the vascular front but not elsewhere in the plexus, any angiogenic
stimulation from exogenous VEGF may not be identifiable. Damage to the retina during
dissection and cell death over the culture period may also obscure angiogenic stimulation.
Factors released from stressed or dying cells may have angiogenic properties. Cell death
also promotes vessel regression, preventing response to angiogenic stimuli. The retinal
explant culture assay may be more valuable in assessing anti-angiogenic factors that
oppose its intrinsic angiogenic properties. In fact, conditioned media from isolated human
decidual leukocytes decreased junction density and number of sprouts. Human decidual
leukocytes downregulate angiogenic factors and upregulate cytokines from week 8-10 to
week 12-14 (Lash et al. 2006). The apparent anti-angiogenic effect here may correspond
with this switch in phenotype from pro-angiogenic to vessel remodelling.
One favourable aspect of retinal explant culture assay for assessment of decidual
leukocyte regulation of angiogenesis is the two-dimensional plexus. This organization of
vessels allowed easy imaging and analysis but was also expected to permit assessment of
stimulus-driven perpendicular branching. uNK cells are known to expression Dll1, a
Notch ligand known to promote vessel branching in the retina (Napp et al. 2012). As
such, it was hoped perpendicular vessel branching in the P5 retina after culture with dNK
could be determined. Although confocal microscopy was not used to exclude
perpendicular vessel branching after culture, there was no evidence of vertical sprouting
with standard epifluorescence imaging. Developmental organization of the retinal
vasculature prevents vessel invasion into the inner and outer plexiform layers until later
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in the postnatal period. For example, VEGFR2 expressed on retinal neurons endocytoses
excess VEGF to prevent vessel sprouting into the neuroblastic layer early in development
(Okabe et al. 2014). High concentrations of exogenous factors would potentially be
needed to overcome this physiological exclusion of vessels from the deeper retinal layers.
Finally, the retinal vasculature in culture may have a limited response to human
recombinant VEGF. The retinal explant culture assay was intended to investigate human
dNK cell regulation of angiogenesis. Human and mouse VEGF are highly conserved
(Senger et al. 1986). Further, Hanna et al. (2006) reported angiogenesis in a mouse model
in response to human dNK suggesting that secreted factors from human cells are capable
of inducing mouse angiogenic responses. Therefore, the angiogenic response to human
recombinant VEGF was thoroughly assessed. Further experiments could be completed
investigating the response to murine VEGF, but the lack of response to human VEGF
already allows the conclusion that the assay is not useful in investigating human dNK cell
function. Additionally, there was no significant response to mouse recombinant VEGF in
initial experiments, although bioactivity was not confirmed in other assays. There was
also no strong response to collagen gel which is a repository of angiogenic factors.
Overall, the retinal vasculature does not respond to human recombinant VEGF in culture
and does not seem likely to respond robustly to mouse recombinant VEGF.
Conclusion:
The retinal explant culture assay is not an appropriate choice for assessment of
human angiogenic cells and factors. The murine postnatal retina does not respond to
exogenous angiogenic stimuli in a quantifiable manner and is viable for less than 24hr
after dissection.
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